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The electrical impedance rheopneumography (EIR) is a technique for 
observing the rhythmic changes of the pulmonary circulation and as such has found 
wide application for monitoring and diagnosing cardiopulmonary diseases. This 
technique, though simple and non-invasive in nature, is not without certain basic 
problems. These include determination of optimal electrode size and configuration, 
reduction or elimination of the respiratory artefact and the interference from the heart 
and systemic circulation, and last but not least development of suitable technique for 
real-time (RT) monitoring applications. 
In the human thoracic section the origins of impedance change include the 
lungs, the heart and vascular beds of the systemic and pulmonary circulation. A l l these 
origins contribute to the measured impedance signal. Under normal conditions, 
experimental determination of the compostion is difficult because all origins cannot 
be seperated. In order to do so, some simulation models had been developed and 
computer and electrolytic tank simulations carried out. The computer simulation result 
firstly provides a guiding insight of the change in electrical field distribution. To 
verify this result and to analyze the contribution of the impedance sources, a rectangle 
electrolytic tank model had been built for the computer simulation. These simulation 
results not only give the wave composition of conventional electrode configuration, 
but also provide a suggestion to estimate the composition o fE IR waveform related to 
those impedance sources in the measured region. 
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The variation of EIR waveform with electrode size can influence the use and 
accuracy of this technique for diagnosing cardiopulmonary diseases. To ascertain the 
extent of this effect, a simple 2D electric model had been developed and computer 
simulation carried out. Two different electrode sizes had been implemented and 
compared. The results indicate that small electrode is more sensitive and localized 
than the large electrode. 
In order to minimize the interference artefact from the heart and systemic 
circulation, the electric field guarding technique had been developed using computer 
simulation, electrolytic tank simulation and measurement on normal subjects and 
patients under Percutaneous Transvenous Mitral Valvuloplaty (PTMV) operation. A n 
extra set of guard electrodes was used to provide preferential current pathways (and 
hence reduced variational effect) for flux lines originally passing through or near the 
heart and the major systemic vessels, thus reducing their contributions to the resultant 
EIR waveform. These results indicate the method of guarding to be a promising 
technique for reducing systemic contribution. 
For the analysis of EIR composition, simulation results were further 
confirmed via the same kind of PTMV operation for patients with mitral stenosis, in 
which either the pulmonary or the systemic circulation was blocked and as a result, 
the remaining signal of either the puhnonary or systemic components were observed. 
Experiment results not only have shown good agreements between the simulation 
results and the physiological and physical pictures, but also have proved that the EIR 
technique is a promisingly simple and non-invasive method for assessing the outcome 
ofPTMV and assisting the surgical staff to position the balloon during the operation. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENT BYEBI TECHNIQUE 
Electrical Bio-impedance (EBI) technique is a non-invasive and indirect 
method of diagnosis and monitoring via observation of the electrical impedance signal 
of the biological system. Since the first international conference on EBI held in New 
York in 1969, tremendous progress have been made in the various aspect of EBI 
technique (PCEBI 81] pCEBI 83] pCEBI 87] pCEBI 92] pCEBI 95). 
A. Application of EBI technique 
In many circumstances transduction can be carried out by mean of the 
impedance method i f the physiological event can be caused to exhibit a change in 
dimension, dielectric, conductivity or a rearrangement (geometric variation) of these 
components. Through injecting a low amplitude (e.g. 1 mA) and high frequency (e.g. 
100 kHz) alternating current into the human body with surface electrodes, the total 
tissue impedance as well as any physiological event reflected in the impedance between 
the surface electrodes can be detected by the EBI technique. I t i s extremely practical for 
phenomena that produce a large change in one or more of the quantities just mentioned. 
As such, the potential applications can be found in the detection ofblood flow, cardiac 
activity, respired volume, bladder, blood, kidney volumes, uterine contractions, nervous 
activity，the galvanic skin reflex, the volume ofblood cells, clotting, blood pressure, and 
salivation. In some instances the impedance is separated into its resistive and reactive 
components; in others, the total impedance is measured. 
B. Advantages of EBI Technique 
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The EBI technique offers all the advantages of the indirect techniques used in 
the biomedical studies, the most important of which being that in many applications the 
integument need not be penetrated to make the measurement. While comparing to other 
available techniques such as X-ray, ultrasound, nuclear magnetic resonance, etc., this 
EBI technique is very attractive in many aspects because of its non-invasive nature and 
simple equipment involved. First and the most important is low cost, the technique only 
requires simple and inexpensive equipment. Second, practicality is an attractive feature 
of the method since no specialised transducers but electrodes are required and unlike 
many transducers, electrodes are affected little by temperature and barometric pressure 
changes in conventional impedance measurements. Third, the impedance signal is 
detected through employment of frequency carrier-system techniques, which permit the 
use ofnajTOw-band amplifiers with consequent enhancement of the signal-to-noise ratio. 
1.2 APPLICATION OF THE EBI TECHNIQUE IN THE HUMAN 
THORAX 
The EBI technique is a simple technique requiring only the application of two or 
more electrodes. It has been used successfully for many years to detect a remarkable 
variety of physiological events. These applications can be classified into several 
categories by the kind of observation involved for different purposes viz., detecting the 
values of absolute impedance and its change, monitoring and analysing the 
morphological variations of impedance waveforms. The former kind of observation can 
be easily and simply carried out which extracts some indices such as the peak amplitude, 
maximum slope, etc. However, the latter can provide much more information because 
the morphological changes in the waveform closely relate to the system characteristics. 
A, Impedance plethysmography 
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The EBI waveform has been widely used to monitor and analyse the cardiac and 
respiratory signals because of its non-invasive nature. From the waveform characteristic, 
some properties of the physiological systems can be estimated. The use o f the E B I 
technique for recording peripheral volume pulses was first described by Mann. Wi th in a 
few years there appeared numerous papers on the subject, and the technique soon 
became known as impedance plethysmography. Pioneering in this field was Nyboer 
(P^YBO 44] psfYBO 50] psfYBO 59]) and his associates. His studies included recording 
impedance pulsation from ahnost every part of the body. Since then, a number o f 
、 investigators have evaluated such measurements for diagnosing peripheral arterial 
disease ( P R O W 85] [WEBS 90]). 
B. Impedance pneumography 
Impedance plethysmography is useful for respiration measurement also and this 
is known as impedance pneumography. Since the conductivity of air is very low, when a 
person breathes in, his lung is f l i l l of air and the conductivity of this region decreases 
which resulting in an impedance increase. In this application, electrodes are placed 
directly on the thorax. From the waveform characteristic, some properties o f the 
physiological systems can be estimated ([PACE 66] [COOL 68] p /ALE 71] [SAHA 85] 
P A K E 89]). 
C. Impedance cardiography 
Impedance plethysmography is also useful in blood f low measurement and 
this is called impedance rheography. When blood f low within a measurement region 
increases，the conductivity of the region increases and hence the impedance decreases. 
One of the Applications is called impedance cardiography, in which electrodes are 
placed to encompass the thorax ( [KUBI 74]). In 1959, Nyboer developed what is now 
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called the backslope or end-systolic extrapolation technique (P^YBO 59]) to obtain a 
value for the impedance change AZ that reflects the cardiac output. Many verifications 
and modifications to this work have also been made ( [ A L L I 65] pCUBI 66] [ M U Z I 
85] [PENN 86] [BARA 92] [ K U A N 94). 
Z). EITof the human thorax 
On the other hand, the Electrical impedance tomography has been developed 
and used to image both cardiogenic and respiratory resistivity changes in human 
( [ZHAO 95]). In 1976，Swanson proposed the first frontal plane impedance imaging 
technique ( [HEND 76] [BARB 83] [GISS 87] [BROW 87] psfEWE 88] [WEBS 90]). 
A late development model involves a multi-frequency EBI system with 64-electrodes 
and 32 paralleled channels ( [WANG 95]). Electrodes are place directly around the 
thorax. 
E. Other applications 
Besides the applications mentioned above, The EBI technique has aiso been 
used in other areas such as Impedance phlebography in extremities ( [WHEE 74]) and 
impedance rheoencephalography for assessing cerebral blood f low ( P i A D I 72]). For 
the pulmonary circulation, the technique is called Impedance rheopneumography and 
that is the major theme of this thesis and w i l l be introduced in next section. 
1-3 DEVELOPMENT IN EIR MEASUREMENT-AN OVERVIEW 
The electrical impedance rheopneumography (EIR) is the only non-invasive 
biophysical method used to observe the pulmonary circulation. With the right EIR 
scheme commonly used, the measured waveform can reflect the properties of the right 
heart，the lung and the pulmonary blood vessels. The technique was first presented by 
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Hymkapb in 1961 and has attracted much attention in China but not so in the west. 
Scientists in China began to use the technique in 1975 and the result obtained either in 
animals experiments or in clinical studies enriched our understanding in this field. 
The Physicians in China were the first in the world to apply the 
rheopneumogram in clinical diagnosis, at a time，when its usefulness had only been 
demonstrated in research laboratories elsewhere. A large number of subjects were 
studied in laboratories and the wave patterns obtained in rheopneumography using 
bio-statistics were analyzed ( [HUN 83]). Their experimental results were supported by 
their data collected using animal models. The rheopneumographic waveform should 
be of considerable clinical value towards understanding the corresponding 
physiological status of the relevant part of the pulmonary circulation. These facts are 
amply illustrated by L i ( [L I 83]). However, there are some factors with this method 
which have much restricted its becoming a popular clinical tooL These include the 
interference ofthe systemic circulation, the respiratory artefact and the assessment 
method ofthe rheopneumographic wavefornu 
Two major changes normally take place in lungs: ventilation and perfusion. The 
former concerns changes in air volume during respiration, while the later concerns 
changes in blood volume during the cardiac cycle. The respiratory component has a 
much bigger amplitude and a varying spectrum near to or even inbanded at times in the 
rheopneumographic spectrum. Conventional fixed filters can not be effectively applied 
to separate the two. Like other biomedical signals, the rheopneumographic and 
respiratory signals are time varying and different from subject to subject. In frequency 
domain, one can observe the near inbanding nature of the rheopneumogram and the 
respirogram and variation of these spectra from time to time with the cardiac activities. 
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Since the rheopneumographic signal only is of interest, the respiratory component have 
to be removed. The conventional method used in practice is to ask the subject to hold 
his/her breath during measurement. This requirement can be carried out by normal 
people with same pre-measirrement training. But for those with problems in the lung and 
respiratory system, it is not an easy thing to do and usually may affect the waveform 
pattem because of unnatural respiratory conditions. Moreover, the rheographic 
waveforms are somewhat different for different apneic states and for prolonged period 
of apnea and the waveform also changes progressively ([YE 92]). In the extreme cases 
of patients with severe respiratory problems, application of the apneic technique is 
totally impossible. Lately, rather satisfactory result had been obtained in this 
suppression using specially designed fast adaptive FIR filter ( p T 94] [CHOY 93]). 
The interference of the major systemic components, such as the heart and major 
vessels, is a problem too. The cardiac and vascular components are not removable with 
any filter technique because of the similar spectral characteristics (though of smaller 
amplitude). One approach to this problem is to attempt to fmd the optimum electrode 
configuration that can pick up the rheopneumographic signal with the least interference 
from the systemic circulation. The so-called optimal configuration is along the mid-
line of the patient's Rib I I and Rib I I I on the right side of the thorax ([YE 93]). 
However, this is still not good enough. With this configuration, although most of 
current flows through the lung tissue, but some current still flows through the heart 
and aorta. The systemic blood flow should not be ignored in the resulting waveform. 
〇n the other hand, this method can help to get the largest impedance signal of the 
pulmonary circulation. In addition, it is very difficult to use a similar method for the 
left lung. 
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1.4 PROJECT OBJECTIVE 
The objective of this project is to develop a EBI/DAS system for the real time 
monitoring and diagnosing of the cardiopulmonary circulation. To carry out this 
project, it is necessary to analyse the composition of the EBI signal and to develop a 
new electrode system. This electrode system should enable one to observe the right 
and left lungs' circulation and can reduce the interference artifacts due to the heart and 
the systemic circulation. To do so, some simulation models would be first developed 
to analyse the composition of the impedance signal. These models would be 
implemented in computer and electrolytic tank. Firstly, a simplified 2D FEM model 
with 20k elements and EMAG package ([YE 93]) would be used to analysis the field 
distribution and provide some guiding insight. Secondly, a electrolytic tank would be 
built to analysis the contribution from those interference origin. Thirdly, a simple 2D 
electronic model would be developed to study the waveform variation with electrode 
configuration. The same simulation model would also be employed to investigate and 
verify the new electrode system via a series of simulation experiments. On the other 
hand, a specific operation called PTMV would be employed to further verify these 
experimental results, in which either the pulmonary or the systemic circulation would 
be blocked and as a result, the remaining signal only of either the systemic or 
puhnonary components could be observed. A multi-channels EBI detector would be 
develop for this study and would consist of a isolation system that could separate the 
interference between the current sources and could be used for both lungs at the same 
time. In addition, based on these research result, the EIR technique would be develop 
as a diagnostic and monitoring tool for mitral stenotic diagnosis and PTMV operation 
evaluation. 
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1.5 PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED FOR EIB DATA ACQUISITION 
SYSTEM 
There are a number of problem to be solved for this data acquisition system for 
cardiopulmonary circulation. Firstly, we need to find all possible interference origins 
and the composition of the measured signal for a given electrode configuration. This 
is important for analysis of the rheopneumographic waveform and the arrangement o f 
the measured electrodes. Secondly, a guarding electrode system has to be developed 
to reduce interference due to the heart and major systemic vessels. Since there are too 
many variables in this real system and all origins are active at the same time, it is not 
easy i f not impossible to study the interference behavior with so many variables. 
However, simulation technique gives a possibility to get a deeper insight into the 
entire system, and helps to estimate even those system parameters which are not 
directly measurable。 
In addition, for multi-channels EBI detection, there is additional diff iculty in 
separating the interference between the current sources. A single-current multi-
channels EBI system could be investigated. In this system, the same current is applied 
to each channel in tum in fixed time slots. Different channels use different time slots. 
This measurement system can be viewed as a fixed-assignment time division 
multiplexed (TDM) system. 
1-6 MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS PROJECT 
, • Developing a single-current source multi-channel EBI system to separate the 
interference between the current sources for multi-EBI measurement. 
• Presenting an electrolytic tank and electronic modeling methods to estimate 
the composition of the impedance rheopneumographic waveform. 
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• Suggesting an electric field guarding technique for the impedance 
rheopneumography measurement. 
• Proposing an application to use the electrical bio-impedance technique as a 
diagnostic and monitoring tool for percutaneous transvenous mitral 
valvuloplasty. 
1.7 THESIS OUTLINE 
This thesis reports the attempts to develop a EBI/DAS system for the real time 
monitoring and diagnosing of the cardiopulmonary circulation. Impedance > '• 
rheopneumographic technique is used in the study. The thesis also presents a guard 
electrode system and some analytic results of the EBI signal composition. 
This chapter introduces the applications of the EBI technique. In the following 
chapter, the method of EBI measurement and the requirements of the data acquisition 
system (DAS) are first presented. Following that, a high impedance current source 
and a single-source multi-channel EBI controller for separating the interference 
between the current sources are described. The physiological background of the 
human circulation system and the EIR waveform are also described in this chapter. 
In chapter 3, a electrolytic tank experiment for analysing the contribution from 
the interference origins is first described. Following that, a simplified 2D FEM model 
with 20k elements using the EMAG package is present and used to investigate the 
field distribution ([YE 93]). The study of the waveform variation with electrode 
configuration based on a simple 2-D electronic model and the interference due to the 
heart and major systemic vessels are then presented and discussion. 
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A guard electrode system for reducing the interference artifacts due to the 
heart and the systemic circulation is proposed in chapter 4. Some simulation and 
experimental results via the same simulation model presented in chapter 3 and human 
measurements are also presented and discussed in this chapter. 
In chapter 5，some human experiments and clinical observations carried out at 
Prince of Walse Hospital and in our B M E Labortary are first described. The 
usefulness of the guard electrode system for verification purposes is discussed in this 
chapter. A proposal to use this EIR technique as a diagnostic and monitoring tool for 
mitral stenotic diagnosis and PTMV operation evaluation is also presented in this 
chapter. 
And finally, an overall summary o f the thesis is given in chapter 6. The 
limitation of the proposed approaches in this thesis and topics for further 
investigations are also highlighted in this chapter. 
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Chapter 2 Principles of The EBI Technique for 
Cardiopulmonary System 
In this chapter, the principle and data acquisition system for electrical 
impedance rheopneumographic measurement wi l l first be described. Following this a 
brief introduction to the cardiopulmonary circulation and the physiological 
background of the EIR signal w i l l be given and discussed. 
2.1 THE DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM (DAS) 
2.1.1 Impedance measurement 
A. Constant-voltage method & constant-current method 
To measure the tissue impedance, there are usually two ways, viz. applying a 
known voltage across the object and then measure the current through it or injecting a 
known current into that object and measure the voltage across it. Both of these 
methods have been used for various impedance measuring systems. The criterion for 
selecting a source is i f it can maintain source constancy when an unknown contact 
impedance between the electrode and the patient's tissue exists. This contact 
impedance can be a factor affecting system accuracy. A good current source should 
have high output impedance, while a good voltage source should have low output 
impedance. This means that while the contact impedance may be negligible for a 
current source, it may degrade the operation of a voltage source. The current injection 
method does require more complex hardware than a system using voltage application 
and current measurement. Because it is more accurate, at present most researchers 
applying impedance technique use current injection and so is in our study. 
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B. Constant-current bipolar circuit & tetrapolar circuit 
There are two basic constant-current impedance-measuring circuits: the 
bipolar and tetrapolar circuits. The constant-current bipolar electrode is depicted in 
Figure 2.1. The same electrodes (2 and 3) are used for current injection and voltage 
measurement. With this circuit configuration the voltage present is a function of the 
total impedance between the electrodes (Z。）and any change AZ due to the 
physiological event. Using this system，the current density is higher near the 
electrodes than elsewhere in the tissue. This causes the tissue impedance at contact to 
carry more weight than those elsewhere in the tissue. Also, pulsation of blood in the 
tissue causes artifactual change in the skin-electrode impedance, as well as changes in 
the desired tissue impedance. Because the skin-electrode impedance is in series with 
the desired tissue impedance, it is impossible to separate the two in order to determine 
the actual change in impedance of the tissue. 
With the tetrapolar circuit, as shown in Figure 2.2, current I is injected into the 
tissue via two current-injecting electrodes (1 and 4). The tissue impedance-dependent 
voltage (V) is obtained from two potential-measuring electrodes (2 and 3). When a 
constant-current source is used to inject the current, its value is independent ofthe two 
electrode-subject impedances (Zj^ and Z4J and impedances of the tissue between 
electrode 1, 2 {Z^,_^) and 3，4 (Z,3_4). The voltage (F,^J appearing between the 
potential-measure electrodes (2,3) is proportional to the current injected (i), the 
impedance ofthe tissue between the potential-measure electrodes (Z^2-3X and to some 
extant their separation distance. Therefore, !>；„, = /Z,2_3. Now, ifavoltage-measuring 
instrument has an input impedance that is high with respect to the sum of the 
impedance of the two electrode-subject interfaces ( ¾ , , ¾ , ) and that of the tissue 
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between the potential-measuring electrodes (Z^2-3)' the potential-measuring 
instrument indicates the true voltage F2_3 ； therefore F2_3 = /Z^2-3 ； ^si-z 二 Z。+ AZ; 
—厂2-3乂" 
The constant-current tetrapolar electrode system for measuring impedance 
permits attainment of the highest possible accuracy because it can eliminate all 
electrode-subject impedance errors, such as variations in skin-electrode impedance 
and is therefore adopted for use in our system. 
2.1.2 Data extraction and collection 
When the constant-current method is used to measure a physiological event by 
impedance, the desired signal usually rides on a large undesired (basal) signal (Zg )， 
which must be removed. The output of the amplifier is a large AC signal, amplitude-
modulated by /AZ. This /AZ may be demodulated by any A M detector, such as a 
diode followed by a low-pass filter (<40 Hz). The demodulator produces an output Z+ 
AZ. AZ contains the useflil information, but it may be as small as 1/lOOOth of Z. One 
approach is to use a high-pass filter to pass frequencies above 0.05 Hz and extract AZ 
This signal is digitized and stored in the computer for future processing and analysis. 
Figure 2.3 shows a diagram of the impedance data acquisition system ^)AS) which 
consists of several modules, e.g. an oscillator, a constant current source, a voltage 
detector, an analog to digital converter, a signal processing unit and a computer. 
2.2 CONSTANT CURRENT SOURCE 
In human impedance rheographic recording, the current used must not 
stimulate or heat up the tissue as far as safety and tissue linearity are concerned. 
Frequencies lower than 20 kHz may stimulate the nerve activities. It is obvious that 
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the minimum risk o f stimulation is achieved by using high-frequency alternating 
current. However, for frequencies above 200 kHz, measurement becomes dif f icul t in 
view of the effect o f stray wir ing capacitance and tissue can no longer be regarded as 
purely resistive. Therefore, a constant sinusoidal current o f 50 kHz and 1 milliampere 
is used in these impedance measurements. 
Wi th current of low intensity and high frequency to measure physiological 
events, tissue heating is not a problem. Current in the range of 50 ^ A at frequencies 
above 1 kHz and up to a few milliamperes at 100 kHz are typical. Moreover, since the 
power supply of most current generators used in the impedance measurement is in the 
range of 士15 V，the voltage drop between the current electrodes can not be outside o f 
this range. I f the impedance between the current electrodes is near the order o f 
magnitude of the output impedance of the current generator, the current produced can 
no longer be kept constant. Therefore, it can not result in large voltage drop between 
the skin and the electrode when any detachment of the electrode occurs. 
For measurements in the human body, impedance between the current 
electrodes is usually 500Q or less. I f we need to achieve an error of less than 0.5 
percent in the measurement of AZ, the output impedance Z； should not be lower than 
210kQ ( [SWAN 83]). To achieve this level of error, a high output impedance current 
source is used for this study, as shown in figure 2.4. The constant current source is 
obtained with an op-amp loaded with an isolation transformer to ensure electrical 
safety. 
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2.3 SINGLE-SOURCE MULTI-CHANNEL EBI CONTROLLER 
To observe the righty^left lung, the heart and respiration, a single current 
source/multi-channel EBI system is used. The number of independent measurements 
which can be made over a conductive region depends on the number of electrodes 
attached to it. For M independent measurements, AM electrodes are required. I f each 
measurement uses an independent EBI detector, these measurements must be obtained 
by applying M current sources and interference would occur among these current 
sources. In order to separating the interference among these current sources, a multi-
channel controller could be developed. Figure 2.5 shows a block diagram ofhardware 
to gather a sequence of measurements from a conductive region. The multiplexer 
selects each of these measurements in tum with the same current source applied to 
each channel in tum within a fixed time slot. Different channels use different time 
slots. The system such as that shown in figure 2.5 is conveniently viewed as 
performing time division multiplexing on several signals. 
In general, the conductivity within the region on which the measurements are 
taken can vary as a function of time. For instance, measurements on chest are 
influenced by the beating of the heart. Clearly the sampling must be fast enough so 
that there is no aliasing of the signal. I f the maximum frequency of the signal is /讲， 
the minimum sampling frequency is 2/讲.Suppose now that there are M 
measurements to be collected in sequence, the minimum multiplexing frequency is 
then lM fm. The period and width of the pulses are 1 /2 / ^ and MlMf^^ . For the 
maximum frequency of the EIR signal of 2 Hz, and a ECG channel bandwidth of 40 
Hz, a sampling rate of 100 samples-per-second is more than enough for each 
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digitising channel, the multiplexer addresses are clocked out in a total time of 10 ms, 
i.e. 1.25 ms per point which is more than enough for 8 measurements. 
2.4 COMPUTER INTERFACE 
To digitise the analog impedance signal, an analog to digital converter made 
by Dataq Instruments is used. This converter has a specification of throughput 
sampling rate up to 50 kHz, -5 to +5 volt input range, and 12 bit digitising resolution. 
Since the biomedical signals concerned in our measurements (e.g. EBI, ECG, 
PGG, respiration, etc.) are not of high frequency, a sampling rate of 100 samples-per-
second is more than enough for each digitising channel (the Niquist theorem 
satisfied). Signals from such equipment are usually in the range of -5 to 5 volt. The 12 
bit digitising resolution can provide 4096 digitised levels or 2.5 mV resolution for the 
-5v to 5v input range and this is more than enough。 
The signal processing and analysing unit is designed for noise reduction and 
artefact elimination (e.g., removing respiratory artefact in EIR measurement). These 
processing can be performed in real time on a PC-486 based DAS for the purpose of 
on-line monitoring. 
In this data acquisition system, not only the impedance signal can be acquired, 
other physiological signals (ECG, RIP, PCG, etc.) can also be acquired and monitored 
in a scrolled mode in real time simultaneously for the purpose of abnormality 
observation, time marking and comparison. 
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2.5 TISSUE IMPEDANCE AND IMPEDANCE CHANGE 
2.5.1 Impedance of living tissue 
The unit o f l iving tissue is the single cell, which can be idealized as an 
electrolyte containing a variety o f subcellular structures necessary for metabolism, 
repair, and reproduction ( i f the cell exhibits this latter property), enveloped 
completely by a membrane having a low electrical leakage in the resting state. The 
2 
passive capacitance values for cell membranes range from 0.001 to 0.12 F/m，with a 
typical value of about 0.01 F/m^. The resistivity of cytoplasm ranges from 0.1k to 3 
MQ-m; 30-40 kQ-m are typical values for mammalian cells. 
Figure 2.6 shows the basic structure of tissue, which consists of an aggregate 
of cells surrounded by fluids. Each cell is surrounded by a membrane that envelops 
intracellular fluids. A t low frequencies, the cellular membrane has a high resistance 
and, therefore, the current travels through the extracellular fluids around the cells 
(bold lines). At high frequencies, the capacitance of the cellular membrane short 
circuits the resistance of the membrane. Then the current lines pass uniformly through 
the tissue structure (fine lines). Therefore, the low-frequency impedance is high and 
the high-frequency impedance is low. Figure 2.7 shows that the impedance of tissue 
decreases with frequency because of this short circuiting of the cellular membrane 
resistance. The transition from the high to the low value is characteristic for the type 
of tissue and reflects the capacitive nature of cell membranes. This characteristic 
feature of l iving tissue led to the concept of equivalent circuits. The circuit in figure 
2.8a is frequently used to describe the passive electrical behaviour of biological 
specimens. 
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To display the electrical properties of tissue specimens in a more informative 
manner, The impedance-locus method can be employed. For the idealized circuit in 
figure 2.8a, the impedance-locus plot consists of a semicircle of radius R^ / 2 on the 
resistance axis with its centre located at Rj^+R^/2 units from the origin (figure 2.8b). 
The line joining the origin to a point on the semicircle is the impedance ( Z j ) at the 
frequency f , Increasing the frequency moves the point f in a counterclockwise 
direction on the semicircle. The angel 0 made by the impedance vector wi th the 
resistance (horizontal) axis is the phase angle between the voltage and current 
measured at the terminals of the circuit. 
2.5.2 Origins of impedance change 
The basis of the EBI technique as applied to body segments is that any change 
in the dimension and conductivity in the body segments can be reflected in the 
detected impedance change. In the human thorax, the possible origins of impedance 
change include the lungs, the blood vessels, the heart chambers and the blood 
resistivity. 
A, Impedance change with volume 
To derive the relationship between the impedance change and volumetric 
change, a body segment is considered to be a cylindrical conductor of cross-sectional 
area A�and length L, and the electric field through the cross-sectional area is 
considered uniform (figure 2.9). Then, ignoring reactive elements and 
inhomogeneities, we have a resistance Rg which is determined by the resistivity p of 
the medium, or 
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L Z,2 
Ro = P — = P — (2.1) ^0 K 
Where V。= AoL is the volume of the segment. The change in R (AR) with volumetric 
change VpVo(AV) is then given as 
AR = Ri - Ro = p L'(—-丄)=P L' ( - ^ ) (2.2) Vi Vo Vi Vo 
Since AKis small compared with V^  and V^，therefore 
AD pZ^AF ^_ RAV 
AR « - -——-——or M « . (2.3) 
� V^ V � ) 
Moreover, wi th equation (2.1)，it is easy to derive the impedance change with relation 
to the resistivity change as 
Ai? = ^ (2.4) A 
B, Blood-resistivity change with velocity 
There are four factors that contribute to the change in resistivity o f blood 
flowing in a conduit: 1) geometry, 2) packed-cell volume, 3) axial migration of cell, 
and 4) reorientation of cells. Blood is a suspension of cells that are distributed 
according to the velocity of f low and the geometry of the conduit that carries the 
stream, as shown in figure 2.10. Suspended material migrates toward the axial stream 
as the flow velocity increases. In the case of blood, the suspended cells have a variety 
of shapes. The discoid red cells are the most numerous and exhibit a change in 
orientation as the f low velocity is increased from zero. At rest, their orientation is 
virtually random, although they wi l l settle i f f low is not restored. When blood flows in 
an artery, the velocity is pulsatile and the diameter changes in a similar manner. 
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Therefore, there w i l l be a complex periodic redistribution of cells within the f lowing 
stream. Moreover, since the red cells have nine times the risistivity of plasma, their 
redistribution w i l l result in resistivity change. Thus, i f the impedance of a vessel 
carrying blood is measured, there w i l l be an impedance change with f low due to 
diameter change, cell orientation, and axial accumulation of cells. Because the 
resistivity change occurs over a small range of flow, it is unlikely to be of significant 
value in blood f low measurement, although it can be used to detect the presence or 
absence of f low. 
2.6 CARDIOVASCULAR PHYSIOLOGYIN HUMAN BODY 
2.6.1 Structure and function ofthe circulatory system 
The circulatory system consists of the heart, lung, arteries, capillaries, and 
veins, each with a distinctive architecture and function as shown in figure 2.11. The 
arteries carry blood from the heart to the periphery, branching in a more or less 
orderly fashion until they reach capillary beds. Capillaries are thin-walled tubers, 5 to 
10 ^im in diameter, made up of a single layer of endothelial cells. They form a diffuse, 
freely anastomosing network, varying somewhat in pattern in different organs but 
always in close proximity to the cells they serve. Blood flows from capillaries into 
microscopic veins, and subsequently into a venous system that mirrors the increasing 
diameter as they approach the heart. Blood travels through two such systems in 
succession. The left side of the heart pumps blood into the aorta and systemic 
circulation, where it returns through the veins to the right heart. The right ventricle 
then propels the blood into the pulmonary artery and pulmonary circulation, where 
exchange between blood and respiratory gases occurs. 
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The mammalian heart is, in effect, two conjoined pumps, one sending blood 
through the lungs and the other to the rest o f the body. Blood enters first a thin-
walled, muscular sac {atrium) and then a thick-walled, muscular chamber (ventricle). 
The atrium provides a storage site for blood returning from the circulation while the 
ventricle is contracting. Atr ium contraction occurs just before the next ventricular 
contraction and thus helps to f i l l the thicker chamber. Valves exist between each 
atrium and ventricle and at the ventricular exits and prevent retrograde movement o f 
blood, so that the rhythmic contractions o f the heart propel blood forward in a highly 
、 effective manner. The four valves of the heart lie in a plane which separates atria and 
ventricles, named in the direction of f low (indicated by the arrows), tricuspidal-valve 
(T), puhnonary-valve (P), and mitral-valve (M) (or bicuspidal) and aortic-valve (A). The 
contractile process is one in which the muscle fibers generate force and tend to shorten, 
raising pressure in the ventricles and ejecting blood into the aorta and pulmonary artery. 
The period of active contraction (systole) is followed by an interval in which muscle 
relaxes and the ventricle fills again before the next beat (diastole). The pressures 
generated in the heart chambers cause the four cardiac valves to open and close at 
appropriate times. This intricate sequence, referred to as the events of the cardiac cycle, 
is shown in figure 2.12. 
The vascular system is regarded as a conducting system with many branches. 
In the systemic circulation, the aorta (about 3 cm diameter) branches into smaller 
vessels，the big arteries, which branch again. This prolific branching continues down 
to the smallest vessels, the capillaries, having normally an inner radius of 4 ^ m in a 
quantity of 5xlO^ in man. With each branching, the total cross-section area increases, 
so that the area of the cross-section of the capillaries is 600 times the cross-section 
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area of the aorta. Subsequently, after the capillary beds, the inverse occurs: small 
vessels combine to form the large ones. The blood vessels jo in from the capillaries to 
small veins, and keep joining until the number has been reduced to two that finally 
empty into the right atrium: the vena cava superior and the vena cava inferior. 
In the pulmonary circulation as shown in figure 2.13, the main pulmonary 
artery branches into two main branches. This bifurcation is one of the few places 
where arterial cross section becomes smaller at a branch point which has a branching 
coefficient of about 0.8. The branching coefficient is defined as the ratio o f the 
combined areas of the daughter vessels to that of the parent vessel. However, in the 
next branching, the coefficient increases to 1.08 and at subsequent junctions i t 
gradually increases to 1.20. Similar to its counterpart of the systemic circulation, the 
branching continues down to capillary beds and then combine to form large 
pulmonary veins. 
Hence in both circulatory systems, arteries are those blood vessels that carry 
blood from the heart (left and right ventricles) to the capillaries and that from the 
systemic and pulmonary artery's system, respectively. The return transportation from 
the capillaries to the heart, i.e. the left and the right atrium, is provided by the venous 
system. 
2.6.2 Principles of hemodynamics in pulmonary circulation 
Blood pressure and vascular resistance are much lower in the pulmonary than 
in the systemic circulation, and there are corresponding differences in vascular 
architecture. The large pulmonary arteries and veins are shorter than their systemic 
counterparts, and the pulmonary vessels have thinner, more distensible walls 
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containing less elastin and smooth muscle. In order to have a better knowledge o f t he 
pulmonary hemodynamics, several importance indices are introduced below. 
A. Pressure 
The basal mean pulmonary arterial pressure has been found to lie between 10 
and 20 mm Hg in a variety of mammals and is not related to body size. Representative 
values in man are given in table 2.1，along with other relevant hemodynamic 
variables. 
B. Pulmonary blood flow 
As the right ventricle ejects blood into the main pulmonary artery, the rate o f 
f low rises to a peak and then falls. Peak f low is slightly lower and more rounded than 
in the aorta, being proportional to stroke volume. The intermittent systolic ejections o f 
the right ventricle are converted by distension and recoil of the pulmonary artery and 
its major branches into a pulsatile f low that extends through diastole, as the 
pulmonary venous f low recorded. 
C, Pulmonary vascular resistance 
Pulmonary vascular resistance is calculated from the standard resistance 
equation R = ( Fj-F2)/Q, which means that three variable must be measured: pulmonary 
arterial pressure Pi, left atrial pressure P2, and pulmonary blood f low Q (cardiac 
output). Pulmonary arterial pressure alone is not sufficient, since that pressure may 
rise as a result of increased cardiac output or elevation of left atrial pressure. Studies 
of the approximate distribution of pulmonary vascular resistance within the bed show 
that the capillaries and venous contribute a larger share than is the case in the systemic 
circulation. 
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D, Transmission ofpressure and flow pulsation 
Pulsation of pressure and f low are transmitted through the pulmonary bed，and 
the shape of the waves changes because of viscous attenuation and reflections, as in 
other parts of the circulation. The pulsations of pressure diminish in size as they 
travel; the pulse that reaches arterioles 100 ^im in diameter is only 35 to 55% of the 
original wave in the main puhnonary artery. Some 25 to 50% of the initial arterial 
pulse is transmitted to the capillaries of the lung, compared to 5% or less in the 
systemic bed. 
Pressure waves are transmitted all the way to the ends of the pulmonary veins, 
where their amplitude is 10 to 30% of the main arterial pulsation. Small retrograde 
waves of pressure and f low caused by the contractions of the left atrium appear in the 
distal veins, but most of the venous pulsation is transmitted from the right ventricle. 
Flow pulsations diminish in amplitude as they move through the pulmonary 
vascular tree, but not as much as the pressure pulses. This difference is characteristic 
of a system that contains reflected waves, which augment flow pulsation in regions 
where they attenuate pressures. 
Because of the relatively high distensibility of pulmonary arteries, pulse wave 
velocity is slower than in the systemic arterial tree. The average value in the main 
pulmonary artery is 180 cm/sec in man. The time required for waves to travel from the 
pulmonary valve to the end of the pulmonary veins is 130 to 230 msec in human 
lungs. Pulse waves move much more rapidly than the blood itself. The average transit 
time for a drop ofblood or injected dye through the human pulmonary circulation is 3 
to 7 sec in normal adults at rest. 
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E. Pulmonary blood volume 
The volume of pulmonary vessels is distributed almost equally among 
2 
arteries, capillaries, and veins. The capillary bed accounts for some 60 ml/m，or 34%, 
of total pulmonary blood volume, while approximately 30% resides in the arteries and 
36% in the veins. A large part o f the total volume is thus in the capillary vessels, as 
might be expected in view of their respiratory function and the relatively short length 
of the arterial and venous trees. 
2.7 CLINICAL APPLICA TION OF THE EIR WA VEFORM 
2.7.1 Physiological basis 
The EIR waveform is usually analyzed for a single cardiac cycle, thus its wave 
morphology has close relation wi th the cardiac activities. Each heartbeat, or cardiac 
cycle, is an intricate sequence of electrical and mechanical events. A comprehensive 
view of this sequence is given in figure 2.12, where pressure in the various chambers 
is shown in relation to valve actions and ventricular outflow. The deflections o f the 
electrocardiogram are a useful time reference; the beginning of the P wave marks the 
first excitation of the atria，and the onset of the QRS complex shows the earliest 
activation of ventricular muscle. 
A typical composite waveform in one cardiac cycle of the rheopneumogram o f 
the right pulmonary vessels together with its arterial and venous components is shown 
in Figure 2.14. The composite waveform is characterised by three basic components 
often referred to as the a-wave，the Z-wave and the C-wave. The a-wave is a small 
leading wave whose position relation to the Z-wave may vary over a small finite 
range. The big Z-wave is the principal wave following the a-wave. Its shape may vary 
from a rather smooth, sinusoidal-looking one to that with a ripple-carrying leading 
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edge and perhaps a somewhat rippling peak. The C-wave is located at the falling edge 
of Z-wave. It may stand out as a distinct peak or may merge with the Z-wave. 
The arterial wave is basically a merged multi-peak wave contribution to the 
major part of the Z-wave and, to some extent, the C-wave. The leading component is 
the result of contraction of the right ventricle. Origin of the following peaks or ripples 
so far have not been truly identified but are strongly believed to be due to the 
generation of dicrotic wave and late reflections similar to those in the aorta or the 
setting-up of damped oscillations in the pulmonary vessels as a result of the elastic 
k • 
contraction and expansion. 
The venous components are similar to those of the jugular vein. The a-wave is 
due to reverse flow as a result of contraction of the left atrium. Following this is another 
even smaller positive wave which is not always visible and is believed to be due to a 
small pressure reflex following the closure of the mitral valve. The x-wave in the trailing 
edge of the a-wave or c-wave has a concave profile and is due to the lowering in 
pressure as the left atrium relaxes. The V-wave and its long leading edge is the result o f 
pressure build-up due to the inflow of venous blood from the lung in view of the lung-
heart pressure differential. The Y-wave in the trailing edge of the VY-wave is due to the 
opening of the mitral valve which results in a sudden volume expansion and hence a 
pressure drop as the venous blood empties into the much larger volume of the left 
ventricle. 
2.7.2 Clinical application 
Any abnormality occurring at the heart or the pulmonary vessels wi l l cause the 
blood flow in the pulmonary circulation to change and hence result in variations in the 
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EIR waveform. Moreover, since the pulmonary capillaries are enclosing the lung for 
gaseous exchange, lung diseases, such as pulmonary edema and pneumothorax, may 
also affect the pulmonary blood flow. In the late seventies, L i had observed some 
forty odd kinds of diseases via the EBI technique. He also showed that the EIR wave 
morphological variations could to some extent reflect the conditions of the pulmonary 
circulation and the lungs. According to Li's work [L I 82], some major factors 
affecting the EIR wave morphology are given below. 
A. Variation of the a-wave 
、 The increase in the a-wave amplitude may be due to any of the fol lowing 
factors: 1) left heart insufficiency; 2) early stage of the mitral valve stenosis; 3) 
enlargement of the left atrium. In such cases, since there is increased blood pooling in 
the veins and the heart, increase in a-wave can often be observed. 
However, in some other cases, the reverse may be the case. As mitral valve 
stenosis becomes serious, the pressure increases in the venous system resulting in a 
big resistance for the transmission of a-wave so that the a-wave may become smaller 
or even disappear. Moreover, the same phenomenon can be observed for the 
progressive stiffening of the blood vessels in the aged patient, 
B, Variation of the Z-wave 
The shape of the leading slope of the Z-wave has close relation with the 
conditions of the pulmonary trunk and the pulmonary valve. I f the valve shows sign of 
relative stenosis, the Z-wave wi l l result in a very sharp and concave leading edge. 
Besides, there are many other factors that can affect the morphology of the Z-wave. 
Such cases include deformation of the blood vessels, pulmonary semilunar valve 
insufficiency, patent ductus arteriosus, primary dilatation of puhnonary artery, etc. 
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The increase in the Z-wave amplitude may be mainly due to the increase o f the 
right ventricle output while there is no significant increase in the arterial pressure. On 
the other hand, a decrease of the ventricle output can reduce the Z-wave amplitude. 
Such cases include all kinds of stenosis at the orifice of pulmonary artery, pulmonary 
artery hypertension, obstructive emphysema, etc. 
C. Variation of the C-wave 
This wave occurs in the descending slope of the Z-wave, mainly reflecting the 
blood f low of the pulmonary circulation when the heart is in the diastolic state. It may 
become significant relative to the Z-wave when blood volume in the venous system 
increases (e.g. the mitral valve stenosis). However, when the vessel compliance is 
greatly decreased, ripples and other distortion can be observed in this wave. Moreover, 
in some cases such as obstructive emphysema and chronic cor-puhnonale, this wave can 
even disappear as a result of damage of the veins. 
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Figure 2.1 In two-electrode system, switches are in the position show, so the voltmeter 
measures tissue impedance plus electrode contact impedance. In four-electrode-
system, switches are thrown to the other position and the voltmeter does not measure 
electrode contact impedance.(Redrawn from J.G. Webster, Adam Hilger, pp26 
[Webster 90]) 
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Figure 2.2 In four-electrode system, current is injected through two outer electrodes, 
and voltage is sensed between two inner electrodes. Amplification and demodulation 
yield Z+AZ. Normally, a balancing voltage v^ is applied to produce the desired AZ. 
(bold lines).(Redrawn from J.G. Webster, Houghton Miff l in, pp446 [Webster 92]) 
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Figure 2.3 A diagram ofthe EBI data acquisition system. 
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Figure 2.4 A high output impedance (above 210kQ) current source with the 
transformer isolation system. 
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Figure 2.5 A single-source/mutil-channel controling system viewed as a time division 
multiplexed system. 
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Figure 2.6 At high frequencies, the cell membrane is short circuited and the current 
travels in straight (thin) lines. At low frequencies, the current travels longer paths 
through only the extracellular f luid (bold lines).(Redrawn from J.G. Webster, Adam 
Hilger, pp9 [Webster 90]) 
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Figure 2.7 The impedance of 1 cm^ of unabraded skin decreases with frequency 
(Redrawn from Rosell, piOSE 88]) 
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Figure 2.8 (a) Idealized equivalent circuits for l iving tissue; (b) the impedance-
frequency characteristics. Z^ is the impedance at frequency / andO is the phase 
angle. (Redrawn from L,A. Geddes, L.E. Baker, JOHN WILEY, pp561 [GEDD 89]) 
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Figure 2.9 (a) A model of impedance change wi th the volume change. A cylindrical 
l imb has length L and cross-sectional area.A. Wi th each pressure pulse, A 
increases by the shaded area AA. (b) This causes impedance ofblood，Z^, to be added 
in parallel to Z . (c) Usually AZ is measured instead of Z^ .(Redrawn from J.G. 
Webster, Houghton Mi f f l in , pp443 [Webster 92]) 
STATIONARY 
- - ^ ^ E _ 
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Figure 2.10 Graphic explanation why the conductivity of flowing blood is higher than 
that of stationary blood in the axial direction. (Redrawn from B.C. Penney, CRC Critical 
Reviews in Biomed. Eng. Vol 13, 3: pp227-8ipPENN 86]) 
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Figure 2.11 The circulatory system. The left ventricle ejects blood into the systemic 
circulatory system. The right ventricle ejects blood into the puhnonary circulatory 
system. (Redrawn from J.G. Webster, Houghton Mif f l in, pp355 [Webster 92]) 
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Figure 2.12 Events in cardiac cycle in man. Top to bottom; pressure in aorta, left 
ventricle, and left atrium; heart sounds; pressure in pulmonary artery, right ventricle, and 
right atrium; blood flow in aorta and puhnonary artery; electrocardiogram. Valve 
opening and closing indicated by AO and AC, respectively, for aortic valve; MO and MC 
for mitral valve; P 0 and PC for pulmonic valve; TO and TC for tricuspid valve. 
ORedrawn firom W.R. Mihior, Oxford University Press, pvlILN 90]) 
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Figure 2.13 Diagram showing the flow of blood between the heart and the lungs. 
OR,edrawn from Ross and Wilson, piOSS 83]) 
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Figure 2.14 A typical rheopneumogram with its arterial and venous components. 
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Table 2.1 Typical hemodynamic conditions in puhnonary circulation 
VARIABLE M E A N P E A K M M M U M 
Heart rate (/sec) L ^ 
Radius, PA (cm) 1.40 
Pressure, PA (mm Hg) 15 24/10 
Pressure, PC (mm Hg) 10 12/9 
Pressure, PV (mm Hg) 8 9/6 
Blood flow, PA ( c m ' / sec) 100 500/0 
Blood flow, ?C(cm'/sQc) 100 280/40 
Blood flow, PV (cm'/sQc) 100 200/50 
Blood velocity, PA ( c m / sec) 16 80/0 
Blood acceleration (max) ( c m / sec^) 1 fi 1 • 
Wave velocity ( c m / sec) 180 
Pulse transmission time 
PA - PC (sec) 0.120 
PA-PV (sec) 0.180 
Blood volumes 
Ar ter ia l (cw' ) 130 
Capi l lary(cm') 150 
Venous(cw^) 160 
Tota l (cm') 440 
PA, main pilmonary artery; PC, pulmonary capillaries; PV, puknonary veins at 
venoatrial junction.(Reprinted from W. R. Milonr, Oxford Univeristy Press, 1990 
PvflLO 90]) ’ 
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Chapter 3 The Composition of EIR Signal 
In this chapter, the interference behavior of EIR signal is studied via 
simulation techniques using models such as a simplified 2D FEM model with 20k 
elements, a 2D electric model with 300 elements and 30 signal sources via computer 
simulation and an electrolytic tank. The contribution of different origin and the 
distribution of interference sources are investigated. The variation of EIR wave with 
the position and size of measuring electrodes is also discussed in this chapter. 
、 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
3.1.1 The impedance change in the transthoracic section 
The electrical impedance rheopneumogram (EIR) is a waveform showing the 
pulsating picture of the pulmonary circulation from which certain important properties 
of cardiopulmonary activities can be reflected. Anything that produces a detectable 
change in the electrical or physical properties of the tissues in the current path can 
contribute towards the shaping of the impedance waveform measured. As such, the 
ability to obtain an impedance signal with sufficiently good signal-to-noise ratio 
(treating all unwanted sources as noise) is often questionable, partly because the exact 
current pathway between the current-injecting electrodes is virtually unknown. 
For normal EIR measurements, the current injection and voltage pick-up 
electrodes are placed in a crossed form around the right thoracic wall at the level of 
T6-T7. The injected current flows through the extrathoracic and intrathoracic 
circulation. The former is smaller in extent but closer to the current-injecting 
electrodes. By applying the four-electrode system, the interference from the 
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extrathoracic circulation can be minimised. However, both circulation have pulsatile 
components. The intrathoracic circulation consists of the puhnonary arteries and 
veins, the vascular bed of the lungs, the unwanted sources for the EIR such as the 
aorta, the atria, the ventricles, and the great veins. The aorta and the short pulmonary 
artery are deep within the thorax and pulsate with the cardiac activity. The four 
pulsatings, blood-filled chambers of the heart also produce pulsatile impedance 
changes. The great veins expand and recoil when the heart beats. In summary, the 
injected current passes through the large vessels, vascular beds and heart chambers, all 
b f which can contribute to a pulsatile impedance change. Moreover, these vessels and 
chambers carrying blood with a variable (pulsating) velocity also result in impedance 
changes. 
3.1.2 Origins of impedance change in pulmonary circulation 
In the pulmonary circulation, as in all vascular beds, the dimensions, numbers, 
viscoelasticity, and architectural pattem of the vessels determine the hemodynamic 
conditions. The main pulmonary artery has almost the same cross-sectional area as the 
ascending aorta but it is much shorter, extending only 3 or 4 cm in man before 
dividing into the right and left main branches. This bifurcation is one of the rare points 
in the circulation where the total vascular cross section becomes smaller, the 
combined area of the two branches being about 80% that of the parent vessel. The 
main artery and the first few generations of branches are elliptical rather than circular 
in cross section. 
Branching in smaller vessels approximates a dichotomous pattem in which 
each vessel divides into two daughter branches of roughly equal cross section until the 
precapillary region is reached. The venous tree converges in a smaller pattem. 
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although there tends to be a larger number of veins than arteries at every level. The 
intravascular distance from pulmonic valve to capillaries ranges from 8 to 20 cm in 
man, and the average vascular path from right ventricle to left atrium is about 30 cm. 
The capillaries of the lung form a diffuse network around the pulmonary 
alveoli, presenting a very large capillary surface for gas exchange through the walls o f 
the air spaces. The total area of the capillary membrane that serves this function in the 
human lung, according to careful histological measurements, is 45 to 75 rn^. Thus it 
can be seen that the thoracic region is vary vascular in nature. The EIR waveform 
picked up therefore reflect pulsation from many distributed sources providing 
different extents of contributions depending on their sizes, locations etc. 
3.2 EXAMINATION OF CONTRIBUTION OF IMPEDANCE 
CHANGE SOURCES VIA ELECTROLYTIC TANK MODEL 
Under normal conditions, experimental determination of the composition is 
difficult because there are too many variables in this real system and all origins and 
hence their contributions cannot be separated. The human thorax is very complicated 
in aspects of physical structure and electrical behaviour. Any variation in such aspects 
can be reflected in the impedance signal, some of them is regarded as signal, while 
other as noise. Besides other advantages, the simulation technique gives the 
possibility of getting a deeper insight into the entire system, and to estimate even 
those system parameters that are not directly measurable. 
3.2.1 Electrolytic tank set-up 
In order to study the inter-interference behaviour among the impedance 
changing origins, a rectangular electrolytic tank was built to model the thorax as 
shown in figure 3.1. In this simple model, a constant current/four electrode system in 
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an uncrossed form was used to find the contribution value of impedance sources at 
different position in the electrolytic tank. An electrolytic tank wi th a small 
conductivity (tap water) was used to produce a small current so that the potential 
could be conveniently measured. The size of the tank was designed to simulate the 
transthoracic section ofhuman body. 
The detecting system for electrolytic tank model is also shown in figure 3.1. 
The signal source was a sinusoidal wave function generator. An alternating current 
(about 50 kHz) provided via a voltage-current converter with isolator was injected 
into the tank via the current electrodes, and the potential different between the two 
pick-up electrodes was measured by a digital multimeter (Fluke 45 DDM) through a 
fixed (10 times gain) amplifier with isolation. In this simulation experiment, the 
impedance changing source was simulated via the introduction and withdrawal o f a 
copper ring. The corresponding voltage representing the impedance change between 
the pick-up electrodes was obtained from the difference of the two readings. 
3.2.2 Electrolytic tank procedure 
With this simple model, a series of simulation runs was carried out under 
different conditions which we believed would help to get a better insight of the 
interference behaviour of all the possible impedance change origins. First, the function 
of impedance signal resulting from the impedance source against the impedance 
source position was studied by moving around the impedance source and its 
contribution was measured. Second, the impedance signal resulting from the different 
size of impedance source was also investigated. 
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The copper ring was moved along four trajectories as shown figure 3.2: A-
trajectory along the middle horizontal line between the current/voltage electrodes, 
simulating the blood f low from the heart to the lung; B- trajectory horizontally along 
Y=2.5 horizontal line, simulating blood flows in the human thoracic wall; C-trajectory 
vertically right between the voltage electrodes, simulating the blood f low at difference 
deep in the right region; D-trajectory vertically right between the current electrodes, 
used only for comparison with C-trajectory. 
The size of impedance change from those sources is different in the thoracic 
cavity. Three copper rings of different sizes were used to represent three different 
(small, medium, big) impedance sources. For the basic study, the three rings 
representing the three sizes of impedance change were moved along the middle 
horizontal line (A-trajectory) and corresponding voltage differences were measured. 
The results were compared on a normalized basis for size independence。 
Two copper rings of the same size but at difference positions were used to 
study the inter-interference behavior. A l l such variational sources have the same 
period of activity. The two rings were placed at two different positions in the tank 
representing the source of interest and one particular interfering source. Studies were 
carried out to examine their individual as well as simultaneous effects. 
3.2.3 Experimental results and discussion 
A, The contribution with the position of impedance origin 
The contributions of impedance origin were compared for the four movement 
trajectories presented in figure 3.2. In this comparison, those corresponding voltage 
data representing the contribution of the impedance change were normalized by their 
individual maximum values. The results are plotted in figure 3.3 and 3.4. Comparing 
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the four curves, it can be seen that the contribution of the impedance change between 
the current electrodes and voltage electrodes along the A-trajectory is bigger than the 
others, and the maximum contribution is in the center and close to the voltage 
electrodes. This is due to the larger current density and shorter measuring path thereat. 
For the B-moving trajectory (curve B), two peaks was obtained respectively at the 
positions of the current electrode and voltage electrode along the trajectory as a result 
of the largest current density or shortest measuring path; and a deep valley was 
obtained at the center position between current electrode and voltage electrode due to 
the lower current density and longer measuring path. For C-curve and D-curve, the 
larger contribution was obtained for the C-trajectory but not the D-trajectory, and the 
difference is about 10 percent; this result indicates that the position of the voltage 
electrode is more importance than the current electrode. On the other hand, the 
contribution is much weakened near the current electrodes; the difference is about 40 
percent. 
These results indicate that the contribution of impedance is not only related the 
size and position of the source, but also related to the position and configuration of the 
electrode system. I f Z》is the size of impedance change, then the contribution Vj of 
the impedance change can be shown as follows. 
V j = I , a . { x , y ) ^ X ^ , y ) Z j (3.1) 
Here, /。is the total injected current via the current electrodes, x and y is the positions 
of impedance sources, a,_(x,_y) and P ^ x , ^ ) are the distribution indices of the 
current injected and the voltage measured. 
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The effects o f size were compared on the basis of the contribution at difference 
positions. In this comparison, a concept known as the contribution rate was introduced 
in which those corresponding voltage data representing the contribution o f the 
impedance change were normalized by their individual maximum values of each ring 
for size independence. 
The three curves presenting the contribution rate for the three difference sizes 
are shown in Figure 3.5. The results are almost identical. This means the contribution 
rate is related to the position o f the impedance source only, and not to the impedance 
size, as can be seen from the following: 
> = | = a , ( x , ^ p j x， ^ /。 （3.2) 
^a ^b 
Then, the total contribution (V) can be shown as follows: 
m 
厂_/ 二 /。2]a, (x，WPv(x, j0A(x，>0 (3.3) 
>1 
Thus we can conclude that the maximum contribution is near the center 
between the current electrodes and voltage electrodes, and somewhat closer to the 
voltage electrodes. The maximum contribution from outside this range w i l l not exceed 
30% of the maximum value. 
B, The relationship of the contribution from the origins 
Results for two different sources acting alone and together are shown in Table 
3.1. The voltage data of the source of interest acting alone is used as reference. Wi th 
the interfering sources present, the contribution increases by similar amount and, on 
the contrary, the result is just the opposite. Assuming linear relationship among these 
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Table 3.1 Contribution for two different sources acting 
alone and together 
Acting source Corresponding voltage data 
A only 14.5 mV 
B only 5.7 mV 
A, B together 20.3 mV 
sources, and i f Z,. { t ) is the size of the source of interest, Z j ( t ) the size o f the 
interference source, the total contribution can be shown as follows: 
n o = /oa,.,〜hPv’,i，hZ,.(Xi，3;i,0±/oa,’,2,hPv’,2,hZy(i2,y2,0 (3.4) 
Here, the x^ y^ X2 ^2 defy the two positions. I f there are more impedance sources in 
this measuring region, the total contribution can be give by 
m 
Vtotai ( 0 = h E = ^ / (^j, yj) P V (^j, yj )Zj (xj，yj，0 (3.5) M 
3.3 THE INTERFERENCE BEHAVIOUR VIA COMPUTER 
SIMULATION 
The electrolytic tank experiment can just give us some hints i f the measured 
EIR could be interfered by other origins such as large sources of the heart, aorta, etc. 
and small sources of extraneous vessels. But it cannot tell us in the human body to 
what extent the interference wi l l be. To answer this problem, it is difficult to build a 
very refined electrolytic model of the human thorax. However, numerical model and 
computer simulation can be alternative way to solve this problem. 
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3.3.1 2D numerical model 
Earlier to examine the effect of different sources, a cross section of the human 
thorax shown in figure 3.6 was selected for study by J. Ye et al [YE 93]. This section 
lies at the level of the intervertebral disc between the sixth and seventh thoracic 
vertebrae and passes through the body of the stemum at the level of the 3rd Costa 
cartilage. Pulmonary arteries, aorta, and the superior vena cava can be seen in this 
section. These organs along with the lung tissue are identified as the major origins of 
the impedance rheopneumogram. The use of a 2D model is justified as a first 
approximation, because around the plane through the centres of the electrodes, the 
geometry of the thorax is sufficiently uniform over a 3 cm section along the vertical 
axis. 
While using this cross section to study the electrical potential distribution, a 
few structural simplifications had been made for simplicity. First, the intricately 
interwoven structure of muscles and adipose tissues were replaced by a single 
homogeneous material. Second, the regions corresponding to the oesophagus were 
replaced by surrounding tissues and the pericardial sac had been removed. These 
assumptions were justified because only those having variations in dimension, 
conductivity or dielectric would be of concern. Figure 3.7 shows the simplified model. 
Precise assignment of tissue conductivity is difficult as they are not constant 
but depend on physiological events and subjects. The average conductivity of the 
lungs depends on the extent of inflation and blood perfusion, and the conductivity of 
blood also changes with flow velocity. In this study, the conductivity variations of the 
tissues were simplified to take on either "systolic" or "diastolic" values only as shown 
in Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2 The tissue resistivity 
Tissue Diastole (Qm) Systole (Qm) 
Skin 3 3 
Tissue, adipose 5.99 5.99 
Lung 12.0 11.0 
Heart muscle 3.75 3.75 
Blood 1.48 1.25 
Spinal Cord 18.0 18.0 
Bone 20.0 20.0 
3.3.2 Computer simulation 
In order to determine what sources are included in the impedance waveform 
and how the waveform would be affected by each source, the current density and 
potential distributions in the body resulting from the current injection from the body 
surface electrodes were analysed. The following assumptions had been made to 
simplify the computation: 1) the thorax is a source-free region, and 2) Current f lux 
normal to the body surface is zero except under the electrodes. Under these 
assumptions, the field through which steady current flowing between the current 
electrodes is governed by the Laplace equation 
d , dU\ d , du. ^ 
石 ( 口 ， 石 ) + ¥ ( 〜 石 ) = 0 (3.6) 
where u is potential and a^anda_^ are conductivity of the material in the x and y 
directions respectively. Although in practice alternating current is used rather than 
steady current, the assumption of steady current is reasonable in low frequencies 
(below 100 kHz) so that a quasi-static condition holds. With the above assumptions, 
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the field is subject to Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions, which indicates 
that all points of the body surface in contact with an electrode have the same potential 
as the electrode and, at all other surface points, the potential gradient normal to the 
surface is zero. 
3.3.3 Results and discussion 
In this study, computer simulation was performed on a workstation (DEC 
5200). A l l calculations were carried out via a FEM software of EMRC. With the 
electrode configurations shown in figures 3.6 and 3.7, typical potential distributions of 
the heart in the state of diastole had been calculated. The current density, as is 
expected, is very high around the current injecting electrodes. However, these regions 
are of no interest since no resistivity changes are expected thereat. Other peaks of 
current density can be seen in regions where the right pulmonary artery, the aorta and 
the superior vena cava are located. Such regions, in view of their appreciable change 
of resistivity or volume, can be expected to produce significant impedance changes 
and hence the current redistribution thereabouts. 
The physiological activities in the thorax at the diastolic and systolic states of 
the cardiac cycle were simulated with the model developed in the computer. The 
response due to activity of the right pulmonary circulation only was of interest. That 
due to other sources including the left pulmonary circulation was regarded as 
interference component. Thus separate impedance changes resulting from the joint 
expansion of the right lung and right pulmonary artery and that from the joint 
expansion of the left lung, the heart and the aorta were separately determined. Figure 
3.8, 3.9 and 3.10 are the simulation results from the thoracic wall, the interfering and 
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interesty'interference sources ； which shows that the interference from the heart, aorta, 
left lung and thoracic wal l is quite substantial. 
3.4 THE VARIATION OF EIR WAVEFORM WITH ELECTRODE 
SIZE 
The electrolytic tank experiments and numerical model can tell us whether or 
not the EIR signal w i l l be interfered by other impedance change origins such as the 
heart and systemic blood flows. These simulations can also give us some hits about 
the influence of electrode position on EIR waveform. However, since the accuracy o f 
either model is limited, their experimental results cannot tell us how the EIR 
waveform w i l l be influenced by the size o f measuring electrodes. To estimate the 
influence of electrode size, a 2D electric model wi th a simplified pulsatile impedance 
signal was developed and computer simulation carried out. 
3.4.1 An electronic model 
In EIR measurement, the major pulmonary blood vessels of the body, to a first 
approximation, may be assumed perpendicular to the electric flux line as shown in 
figure 3.11. The high frequency low amplitude alternating current from a current 
source is injected into the human body via the current electrodes/! I4, the potential 
difference representing the total impedance change in the region of interest is picked 
up via the potential electrodes V) V^. Along the electric flux line，the distribution o f 
the current may be considered as following a system of separate, parallel paths and 
hence described by a parallel electronic model in which every branch is independent 
ofthe others. The current is distributed to every branch according to the impedance of 
the branch as shown in figure 3.12. I f Z> presents the branch impedance, the total 
impedance Z _ i is given by 
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1 " ' 1 
/ - = Z f (3.7) 
"total j=\ ^jb 
When an increment of blood A F enters the region and i f the impedance change for 
branch (jb) is AZ^. = -^^AVj，this impedance w i l l be modified as 
^j 
1 m 1 
二 二 2 ： — ^ - " ~ " (3.8) 2^ total _y=i Z j f j + AZy 
For every branch circuit, the total impedance Zj^ consists o f that of skin, skeletal 
muscle and other tissue of lower conductivity in series wi th the much lower 
impedance of the vascular component. Usually, the impedance change (AZ^. ) due to 
the increment o fb lood A F i s o f the order of 1/lOOOth of Zj^ [WEBS]. As A Z / < Z > , 
we may assume no current re-distribution in the electric field. So Z^ .^  = Z^ .^  , for 




and the current of branch j by 
i j = ^ h (3.10) ^jb 
Here, the /。 is the total current injected into the body via the current electrodes, A 
voltage source can be used to represent the impedance change and the current through 
the impedance source can be described by 
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AK,, = / .AZ. (3.11a) 
or 
A & = % ^ W ) (3.11b) ^Jb 
The result of equation (3.9) is similar to that of the impedance equation that was 
derived by Nyboer J. in 1950. The difference is that we decompose the changes o f the 
impedance to multiple independent unit source so that it can be easily used to analyze 
the measured results. This method is especially useful for measurement such as EIR 
measurement with more impedance sources at different position, in which the electric 
current is perpendicular to the blood flowing and the currents through those 
impedance sources are different. Since the body is not a uniform conductor, the 
currents flowing through the impedance sources are different, thus each contributing 
impedance source depends not only on the impedance of the blood-vessel but also on 
the current flowing through the impedance source. The current distribution for the two 
current electrodes largely depends on the size of the port, the shape of the port, the 
configuration of the port and the position of the port. 
Suppose the total current through the body is 1^. According to Ohm's Law, 
these changes for the impedance in the current electrode / ! and 1^  are 
m AZ. 
^Ktai 二 h Z t o J Y j V ^ (3.12) M ^j 
Where i j denotes the current in a specific branches. From equation (3.10) or (3.12)，it 
is known that the variation of impedance depends not only on each unit impedance 
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2 
source but also on the distribution of current. Suppose AF .^^  = - ^ I ^ b Z j . Then from Zjb 
equation (3.12), we have 
-AK,, 
Wtai=Z_Y^f (3.13) >1 ^jb 
Equation (3.13) is equivalent to the result o f paralleling voltage sources ( AF .^^  ) wi th 
internal resistance ( ¾ ) . Therefore, from the viewpoint of potential electrodes, the 
equivalent circuits can be illustrated by figure 3.13，where the total impedance ( Z , — ) 
is represented by the basic resistance( Z^) between the two potential electrodes; and 
Zjb is the impedance of each voltage source V^  presented to the potential electrodes 
and can be written as Zj^. Thus 
m y y 
1 \ : 、 ^ ^ 于 + 虹 、 (3.14) 
j=\ ^ p ^ji 
From the above theoretical model, it is shown that the fluctuation signal we 
detected is dependent on the current distribution as well as the position of the electric 
port. I t is shown in equation (3.14) that the intensity of the current f lowing through 
each impedance source ( / ) ) depends on the size of the port, the shape of the port, the 
configuration of the port and the position of the port. Here, Z^ .,. and Z j are the branch 
impedance and total impedance from the viewpoint of current electrodes, Zj^ and Zy 
are the branch impedance and total impedance from the viewpoint o f voltage 
electrodes. The size of the Z> and Zy depends on the shape, the size and the position 
of the potential electrodes, The size of the Z^ .,. and Z, depends on the current 
electrodes. 
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3.4.2 A simulated source of impedance change in pulmonary circuit 
According to biodynamics circulation, the blood f low depends on the gravity 
of the f luid and the pressure from the heart. The four-chambered mammalian heart is a 
complex pump that moves blood through the vascular system. The blood is injected 
into the pulmonary artery or the aorta by the contraction of the heart working as a 
pump. With the pressure of the ventricle increasing, the blood vessel is expanded by 
the shaded area thus causing an impedance change. In the pulmonary circulation 
system, the artery and the veins have fine elasticity resulting in a linear change of the 
vascular diameter ( D^ ) with the blood pressure {p^ ) following a relationship given 
by 
D^=D^,+ap^ (3.15) 
Where D^。is the diameter i f the pressure p^ is zero and a is a elasticity constant for 
the blood vessel. According to Poseuille's law, the volumetric f low Q thjrough a tube 
of length L and inner diameter D is given by 
2 = ^ ^ (3.16) 
128 \iL 
Where, lsp the driving pressure, the difference (P, - P2) between pressure at the 
entrance and exit to the tube; and ^ is the viscous index of the fluid. Poiseuille's law 
states that the ratio of driving pressure to blood f low is a function of the physical 
properties of the vascular system. This physical opposition to flow has been named 
vascular resistance ( R ) , defined as the ratio of driving pressure to flow. viz. 
^ R 一 P, 
尺 = ~ ^ (3.17) 
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The relationship resembles the definition of Ohm's Law for electrical resistance, i.e. 
the ratio of driving voltage to electrical current. The blood pressure in the vessel 
varies wi th the heart contraction and relaxation and is transferred to the pulmonary 
tree. The speed of propagation is give by 
v , = i (3.18) 
〜pa 
Where p is the specific gravity of the fluid. 
Any attempt to relate time-varying pulsation of blood pressure and f low to the 
properties of the cardiovascular system in a precise way requires some specific model. 
One of such is the simple and popular Windkessel model, and countless modifications 
have been proposed to make it more suitable for various parts of the circulation. The 
Windkessel model, as shown in figure 3.14, has characteristics that can be expressed 
by 
丄 二 丄 ！ (3.19) RC PdV dt ) 
or 
P(r) = Po exp ^ (3.19a) 
Where, P^ is the initial value of the pressure; C is the relative compliance. Like the 
elasticity index ( a ), the volumetric change of the latter is expressed as a fraction of 
the initial volume, V^, thus 
^ AV 
C = W (3.2¾ 
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Besides the theory mentioned above, a simple process of charging and discharging o f 
a capacitor can be used to represent this vascular change wi th the heart contraction 
and relaxation. The impedance change signal caused by the vascular change can be 
varied by the potential change signal produced from a capacitor charging and 
discharging, as shown 
Vsj(0 = V o e x p ^ ^ ^ (3.21a) 
and 
「 r ~ h T 、 1 
K j { t ) = V , l - e x p — ^ (3.21b) 
V A C J 
Here, x j is the delay due to transfer from the heart to the vessel section and can be 
given by 
S = Z - (3.22) ‘ ^ V n=l ^rt 
Where /” is the length of a blood vessel section，v: is a velocity of transfer in the 
section. 
3.4.3 Variation of EIR waveform via computer simulation 
In this study, computer simulations were performed on a PC-486 via a 
PSPICE software using the simplified 2D electronic model wi th 300 elements and 30 
signal sources. Table 3.3 shown mammalian tissue resistivity values used in the model 
([SCHW 56] [RUSH 63] [GEDD 67] [BARB 84] [PATT 85] [BHAT 88] [WEBS 
90]). Using this model, difference electrode sizes can be easily used to simulate EIR 
measurement via short-circuiting some branch circuit. The electrodes were placed at a 
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Table 3.3 Tissue Resistivity 
Tissue Resistivity (Q cm) 
Blood B 0 





Fat 2500 (2060-2720) 






Keratin 3000-8x l0^ 
Stratum comeum 300 (200〜500) 
position that is 10 cm from the heart. The blood vessel in the region is 3 cm in 
diameter and has a 300 cmy^ sec velocity. The signal can be given as (figure 3.15) one: 
1) before pulmonary valve opens (0.17 sec), the voltage being kept constant due to 
constant flow; 2) between the time when valve opens and the time ventricular force 
reaches a peak (0.12 sec), when the voltage rises rapidly in changing fashion with a 
constant voltage as blood is ejected rapidly; 3) between the time when the ventricular 
begins to decline and the time the pulmonary valve closes (0.17 sec), when the voltage 
falls in a charge and discharge fashion due to the ejection of blood which is slower 
and; 4) after the valve closes (0.34 sec), when the voltage falls rapidly to zero in a 
discharge fashion. 
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3.4.4 Computer simulation results and discussion 
The simulation results for two different electrodes are shown in figure 3.15 
(small electrode) and figure 3.16 (large electrode and that is 3 times of the small 
electrode). Comparing this two waveforms, it can be seen that the amplitude o f the 
waveform from the small electrode is higher than that for the large electrode, and the 
peak is narrower much like the origin signal. Supposing the impedance change signals 
(AZ^ { t ) ) in the measuring region are the same, the difference among these sources is 
only the time delay x j and can be represented by AZ) ( /) 二 tsZJ{t + x j) ； where, 
、 AZo is the amplitude of the impedance change, and f {t +T^.) is the function of the 
impedance change. Then, the measuring result AZ(/) can be given by 
Z AZ m 
AZ(0 二 ^ ^ i J ( t + T 1) + i J { t + T 2 ) + i J ( t + T 3) + X 讽 + T i) (3.23) 
h^vb L 7=4 _ 
Here, Z^ is the base impedance from the voltage electrode, Z、b is the impedance of 
branch circuit, z\ i : /3 are currents for the three main branch circuits (see figure 3.13). 
For the large electrode system, /\ « i : « /3, and the peak is wide. For the small 
electrode system, z\ )i^ » /3，and the contribution from f (t + T ! ) is bigger than others, 
so the peak is narrow and much like the origin signal. The results indicate that small 
electrodes are more sensitive than large electrodes, but the large ones include more 
components. 
3.5 DISCUSSIONS 
In this study, three simulation models had been developed and computer and 
electrolytic tank simulations carried out. The simulation method via electrolytic tank 
model is the simplest and direct method among the three, and can give us some hints 
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to estimate the contribution of different origins, but it cannot tell us in the human 
body to what extent the interference w i l l be. The numerical model is the most 
appropriate complex model among the three, and can give a more complete and 
deeper insight about the interference function. Though the electronic model is a 
simpler model, it can be used to analyse the variation of EIR waveform with electrode 
size and estimate the composition of EIR waveform which the two other model 
cannot be used for. 
3.6 CONCLUSION 
In this chapter, some simulation schemes have been presented for the purpose 
of finding the interference behavior for the electrical impedance rheopneumographic 
measurement. Results of simulations indicate that for impedance technique of this 
kind, ignorance of the possible contribution of other sources can be a matter of 
concerned and in the worst case can introduce error in interpretation and hence the 
subsequent clinical diagnosis. The study also points out the fact that the measured EIR 
waveform can be influenced by the position and size of measuring electrodes. 
Depending on the proximity to the electrode sites and electrode configuration used, 
such interference can contribute to different extent in the waveform so obtained. 
Unless suitable correction techniques and signal processing means are used, the ability 
to obtain an impedance signal with adequate S/N ratio (treating all unwanted sources as 
noise) is questionable. L i other words, there might exist an optimum electrode 
configuration with which the interference can be minimized. We wi l l detaily discuss this 
issue in the next chapter. 
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To voltage detecter 1 
V \ To constant current source 1 ]。constant current source 2 
\ ^\^^^J\^ / Jp voltage detecter 2 
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\ ]^ ^ r - y H ( / r ^ X ' 
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Figure 3.1 A electrolytic tank set-up with two detected channels. 
r w m m v m P T ^ { u m 
卜 I 卜 
| V 1 | I 1 I 112 I V2| | V 1 | I 1 I 112 I V2| 
(a) A-movement (b) B-movement 
| V 1 | I 1 | | I 2 | V 2 | | V 1 | I 1 | | I 2 | V 2 | 
rnmi | I 2 | V 2 | t n 5 | I 2 | V 2 | 
(c) C-movement (d) D-movement 
Figure 3.2 Movement trajectories to simulate impedance change with the position of 
the sources. 
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cont r ibut ion The contribution w ith same scate along A-B-trajectory 12/11/95 
1.0。] ; 7 ^ 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
Figure 3.3 The contribution distribution resulting from an impedance change along A-
movement and B-movement trajectories. 
contr ibut ion The contribution w "rth same scate along C-D-trajectory 12/11/95 
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1 4 • • • • • 1 
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0.00 1 ！ i ‘ 1 1 1 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Figure 3.4 The contribution distribution resulting from an impedance change along C-
movement and D-movement trajectories. 
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cont r ibut ion The contribution of A/B/Oobject along A-trajectory 
0.90 - X ^ | ^ 
r y ^ _ _ 4 ^ A-objector (small;~ 
0.80 - / ^ ^ ^ VaA/amax) 
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Figure 3.5 The contribution distribution resulting from three difference sizes imped-
ance change along A-movement. 
Y1 C1 
£®| 
1 ^ ^ 
V2 
Figure 3.6 A cross-section of the thorax cross section at the position T6-T7. The cur-
rent electrodes are placed at Cl-C2, and the voltage pick-up electrodes at V l -V2 . 
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^ > ^ _ _ ^ — — — • ^ 
/^~~~~~~^ 75 0^ 65 60 
C2 V2 
Figure 3.7 A simplified model of the thorax cross section at the position T6-T7 with 
lung, heart and thorax wall tissure. 
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Figure 3.8 The differential potential distribution resulting from the thoracic wall and 
the current electrode at the positions 18 and 85 (see figure 3.2) 
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Figure 3.9 The differential potential distribution resulting from the interference ori-
gins included the heart, the aorta, the left lung. 
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：：m ^ ^ m ^ \ \ i ：： 
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Figure 3.10 The differential potential distribution resulting from the right lung and the 
interference origins such as aorta, heart, left lung. 
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Figure 3.11 The distribution of the electric flux line or current between the two current 
injected electrodes. 
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Figure 3.12 A electrical model for the distribution of the injected current between the 
two current electrodes. 
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Figure 3.13 A electrical model for the impedance measurement between the two volt-
age pick-up electrodes. 
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Figure 3.14 Standard Windkessel model of the aorta and major arteries. Flow enters 
chamber through one-way valve on the left faster than it can leave through the exit on 
the right, raising the pressure and distending the elastic wall to position shown by 
dashed /z77e.(Redrawn from W.R. Milnor, Oxford University Press, pp203, [MILN 
90]) 
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Figure 3.15 The waveform of the measurement result using the smaller electrodes to 
eject the current and pick-up the signal. 
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Figure 3.16 The waveform of the measurement result using the larger electrodes to 
inject the current and pick-up the signal. 
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Chapter 4 A Guard Electrode System to 
Improve EIR Measurement 
In this chapter, an electric field guarding technique is presented with 
simulation and experimental results as an attempt to reduce interference resulting 
from the heart and major systemic vessels. 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The electrical impedance rheopneumography (EIR) is a technique for 
observing the rhythmic changes of the pulmonary circulation and as such has wide 
application potential for monitoring and diagnosing cardiopulmonary diseases. 
Ideally, the EIR waveform should consist of component waves that reflect only the 
relevant parts of the cardiopulmonary system。However, since the applied current can 
not be confined to such parts only, inclusion of component waves arising from other 
sources is inevitable. These interference sources include the physical size changes of 
the heart, aorta and vena cava and to a lesser extant the left pulmonary system. 
Workers in this area had totally ignored such interfering contribution in the past as a 
result of their assumption that current injected would concentrate in the region of 
interest only. Analysis and interpretation of measurement result had been entirely 
based on such assumptions. As such difficulty often arose in providing reliable and 
adequately accurate interpretation of observable characteristics of the EIR waveform 
in response to pathological changes. Such unwanted components can not be removed 
with conventional filtering techniques because of the similar spectral characteristics. 
Unless these components can be reduced adequately via suitable measurement 
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technique yet to be developed, EIR as it is can not really be regarded as a useful 
clinical tool as intended. 
4.2 NORMAL ELECTRODE SYSTEM 
4.2,1 Normal electrode configuration 
Many attempts have been made to solve this problem of interference from the 
heart and major systemic vessels in EIR measurement. The conventional electrode 
placement scheme is around the mid-line of the patients at the level of Rib I I and Rib 
I I I as shown in figure 4.1. In this location, most of current flows through the lung 
tissue; but some current flows through the heart and aorta. Hence the systemic blood 
f low should not be ignored. As it is，this electrode configuration is by no means good 
enough for this purpose. Moreover, it is very diff icult to apply the same configuration 
for the left lung because ofthe close proximity of the cardiac system. 
4.2.2 Current-guarding technique for the constant-voltage system 
One approach to solve this problem is to try to confine the field lines to 
parallel paths around the object so that other origin may not be included. This method 
was originally developed to reduce motion artifacts in impedance pneumography 
when the constant-voltage bipolar system was used to measure impedance and 
impedance change. In this system, a guard-ring electrode is applied to achieve a 
uniform current density distribution under a smaller detecting electrode. The 
concentric guard electrode is placed around the smaller detecting electrode and the 
potential of the guard electrode is maintained at potential of the smaller inner 
detecting electrode used for current measurement so that current does not f low 
between them (see figure 4.2). Therefore, a constant-voltage measuring system is 
required. This technique prevents current spread from the smaller detecting electrode 
» 
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connected to the current meter and achieves a more uniform current-density 
distribution in the specimen. The current flowing in the guard electrode is not 
measured; it merely aids in providing a uniform current-density distribution around 
the main current path in the specimen. The method by which alteration in current f low 
are detected must be essentially non-loading, for i f a load is introduced by the 
detection system, there wi l l be an IR voltage drop across the detecting device, 
resulting in a potential difference between the guard and detector electrodes. On other 
hand, the more current sources are injected into the body, the more interferences are 
contributed to the waveform because there are many impedance change sources in the 
thoracic cavity. 
4.3 ELECTRIC FIELD GUARDING 
I t is possible to reduce current through the heart tissue and aorta by using a 
guard electrode. This technique was used for similar purposes in brain impedance 
measurement in the sixties. Interference due to cardiovascular pulsation results in 
volumetric and hence impedance changes via their action on electric field distribution 
and hence the resulting potential pick up. An extra guard electrode set between the V, I 
electrode group and these sources are used, in our case, to provide preferential current 
pathways with much less variations for those originally passing through or near the heart 
and the major systemic vessels, thus reducing their contributions to the resultant EIR 
waveform. Figure 4.3a shows that, for small electrodes, some current flows outside the 
region of the electrode because of spreading. Figure 4.3b show that this effect can be 
reduced by using a guard electrode with a short-circuiting pathway. 
The use of guard electrodes in impedance rheopneumography may thus help to 
reduce the contribution from the heart and aorta, because the current density is 
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decreased in the region in which we are not interested. Even i f the impedance change 
is as large as before in this region, the contribution of the voltage change is very little 
in the resulting total EBI waveform obtained. 
4.4 METHODS OF STUDY 
For this preliminary study, methods based on FEM simulation, electrolytic 
tank simulation and human measurement had been carried out. Earlier study using a 
simplified 2D FEM model ^)resent in chapter 3) with 20k elements and EMAG package 
on a DEC5000 workstation provided a guiding insight of the change in field distribution 
with guarding. To verify this result, a shallow electrolytic tank described in chapter 3 
was employed with water of known salinity. A 50 kHz current was injected via the 
current electrodes and potential change measured at the pick-up electrodes (figure 4.4). 
Impedance change was introduced via the insertion and withdrawal of a cylindrical 
conductor positioned along the mid-line between the electrode pairs. Readings were 
taken with the cylinder at different distances from the current electrodes. Comparisons 
were made between settings with and without guard electrodes (figure 4.4). Results from 
these studies, though crude, can confirm the earlier simulation runs. Based on these 
guide lines, actual measurements were performed on the thorax, for which the right 
puhnonary circulation was the source of interest and remaining ones were regarded as 
interfering noise. Impedance changes were observed on both left/right sides of the 
thorax (figure 4.1) for cases with and without guarding as before. Respiratory artefact 
was eliminated using our AFIR filtering technique. 
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4.5 RESULTS 
4.5.1 The change ofthe electric field distribution with guarding 
For the preliminary study, the physiological activities in the thorax at the 
diastolic and systolic states of the cardiac cycle were simplified to two origins. One is 
the origin of interest only includes the right pulmonary circulation. Another is the 
interference origins which include the left lung, the heart and the aorta. 
For the interfering origin, FEM simulation results are shown in figure 4.5a 
(with guarding). When compared the normal (without guarding) result (figure 4.5b), 
the contribution of the interfering origin could be reduced by as much as 80% wi th 
guarding electrode. But for the intended origin in figure 4.6a (with guarding) and 
figure 4.6b (without guarding), the contribution could be reduced by about 10% only. 
FEM simulation results indicate increasing reduction of contribution from interfering 
origin when the guard electrodes are commoned but floating and grounded together. 
4.5.2 Result from electrolytic tank simulation 
In order to observe the relationship of the guarded influence with the position 
variation of the origin, the cylinder conductor was moved along the middle horizontal 
line and corresponding voltage difference was measured with and without guarding. 
Figure 4.7 plots the interference value without guarding (curve 1) and with guarding 
(curve 2)，both normalised by the maximum without-guard amplitude, as a function of 
the position of the interfering source B. From this result, a conclusion can be obtained 
that the closer the origin is to the guard electrode, the larger the reduction of the 
‘ voltage difference reading is obtained. 
On the other hand, the contribution of the observed origin was affected by 
using the guard electrode. The position of the guard electrode was moved closer to or 
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away from the fixed electrode system and corresponding voltage difference measured. 
The results normalised by the maximum without-guard amplitude are also presented in 
figure 4.7 (curve 3). Figure 4.8 is a ratio plot (curve 4 and curve 5) of the guarded value 
over the unguarded value (curve 2/curve 1 and curve 3/curve 1) which presents an 
alternative view of the improvement. From figure 4.8，we can observer that the closer 
the guard electrode is to the current injection electrode, the larger the reduction of the 
contribution from the observed origin can be obtained. 
4.5.3 Variation of EIR waveform with/without guarding in human thorax 
Human measurements on normal were carried out using the standard crossed/ 
parallel 4-electrode arrangement plus electrodes along the stema line for guarding. 
The results are shown in figure 4.9. The results with and without guarding have been 
compared with regard to the peak amplitudes of a-wave, Z-wave and C-wave. The 
amplitude of the Z-wave and C-wave with guard electrode are smaller than the open 
(or normal) configuration. This result indicates that the contribution from the 
interference sources such as left or right lungs are reduced by using guard electrode. 
Human measurement data suggest the venous components to be more atrial in nature 
via C-wave observation with guarding. Likewise, the smaller Z-wave contrary to 
previous belief suggests a rather significant (10-20%) systemic contribution. The 
position and skew of the a-wave could help to better estimate the baseline and hence a 
more accurate decomposition analysis. 
4.6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
With the electrolytic tank experiments, the further away the interfering source 
is located from the V- I electrodes the lesser is its contribution in the measured result, a 
fact confirming our earlier observation. In general, open guards produces insignificant 
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improvement, shorted guards somewhat better and grounded guards the best. As can 
be seen, the incremental reduction is most effective when the interfering source is 
located in between the current and guard electrodes; thereafter interference has already 
reached an insignificant level. This result provides some indication of a preferred 
guard site for human measurement viz. the stemal line. Obtaining both left and right 
EIR with no guard and grounded guard, the resulting change can best be appreciated 
by putting the waveforms side by side as in Figure 4.9. With guarding introduced, the 
wave amplitude is reduced in general as expected since the total contribution is 
、 reduced in each case. More importantly is the relative amplitude change of the C-
wave - decrease for right EIR but increase for left EIR, an observation confirming our 
suspicion that there is a definite cardiac contribution at this position. The reduction in 
a-wave amplitude in both left and right EIR suggests that the principal source 
responsible for this is located near the guard site, most likely near the junction of the 
pulmonary artery and the right auricle. As for the increase in the C-wave amplitude in 
both cases, no convincing explanation can be suggested at this stage with no suitable 
clinical data to test any of such possibilities. 
The guarding technique, though simple, is definitely helpful in reducing the 
effect of interfering sources. Use of this technique has also helped to provide a better 
understanding of the location of the contributing sources for the various peaks of the 
EIR waveform. Further experimentation in this direction wi l l definitely help to 
promote a better understanding of the composition of the EIR waveform and hence a 
more fruitful clinical usage. 
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Figure 4.1 Normal electrode configuration in human body. The curren injection and 
voltage pick-up electrodes are placed in crossed form on anterior Rib II-Rib I I I and 
posterior T7-T8. 
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Figure 4.2 Simplified schematic and crdss-sectional representation of guarded EIC. A 
constant-voltage source supplies potential between the electrodes, which are 
constructed of a central disk and a peripheral guard ring.( Redrawn from K. Lifshitz 
and K. Klemm [LIFS 70]) 
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Figure 4.3 Simplified schematic and cross-sectional representation of the current 
spread in a conductor and the use of a concentric guard electrode (G) to provide 
preferential current pathways, a) normal; b) with guarding. 
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Figure 4.4 Elecrolytic tank setup with intended source A and interferencing source B; 
the current injection and votage pick-up electrodes are place in parallel form; a) 
normal; b) with guarding. 
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Figure 4.5 The differential potential distribution results from the interferencing 
source; (a) with guarding; (b) without guarding. 
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Figure 4.6 The differential potential distribution results from the intended source; (a) 
with guarding; (b) without guarding. 
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Figure 4.7 The normalised contribution distribution along the mid-line between the 
electrode pairs with guard A, guard B and normal. 
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Figure 4.8 The normalised reduction distribution along the mid-line between the 
electrode pairs with guard A and guard B. 
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Figure 4.9 EIR waveforms on both lefV right sides of the thorax wi th and without 
guarding. 
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Chapter 5 Human Measurements 
In this chapter, a study of human measurement and clinical observation are 
reported. The objective of this study is to verify the EIR modeling methods proposed 
in chapter 3 wi th human experiments. A proposal using EBI technique as a diagnostic 
and monitoring tool for Percutaneous Transvenous Mitral Valvuloplasty is also 
presented and discussed. 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
There are three major methods for physiologists to obtain the physiological 
knowledge of the human body systems，viz. human measurements, clinical 
observations and more recently simulations wi th analog and mathematical models. 
In chapter 3，the simulation methods were introduced and used to analyse the 
EIR signal. These simulation methods can not only provide an insight into the 
circulatory system in terms of system dynamics but also estimate the system 
properties. 
On the other hand, the human measurement and clinical observations can also 
provide some useful information about the human systems. Since the models are too 
crude to be a real human body, their experimental results can never tell us accurately 
the real extent of the interference. To estimate the interference level, an operation 
called percutaneous transluminal vascular blockage was carried out, in which the 
mitral valve and pulmonary arterial trunk were blocked respectively via the techniques 
of cardiac catheterization and inoue balloon. An experiment to study the EIR 
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waveform from the human thorax had also been implemented on normal human body 
with difference electrode position and size. 
The objective of the present work is to test and verify our modeling methods. 
For this purpose, we had gone to Prince of Wales Hospital to carry out ten human 
experiments, viz. blocking mitral valve and pulmonary artery. Clinical data of some 
specific cases were also taken. 
Based on these clinical observations, use of electrical impedance 
rheopneumography as a diagnostic and monitoring tool for Percutaneous Transvenous 
Mitral Valvuloplasty is also proposed and discussion. 
5.2 VARIATION OF EIR WAVEFORM FROM NORMAL HUMAN 
BODY 
In order to observe the variation of EIR waveform with electrode position and 
size, a series of experiment to study EIR waveform variation over the human thorax 
had been implemented. 
5.2.1 Methods 
Experiments were carried out on normal human body, using the standard 
crossed 4-electrode arrangement along the stemal line as shown in figure 5.1. In the 
front, the two electrodes were placed at a level between Rib 2 and 3. At the back, the 
two electrodes were placed at the level between T 7 and 8. 
A multi-channel EBI detector with single-current source presented in chapter 2 
was employed to measure the EIR signals at the same time. Two different electrode 
sizes had been used in this experiment, one being a normal ECG electrode of 1 cm 
diameter; the another an area of 2 x 3 crn^. 
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5.2.2 The variation of EIR waveform with electrode position and size 
The four different positions presented in figure 5.1 were tried and result 
compared on the basis of amplitude and time differences. ECG waveform was also 
taken and used as a reference signal. The time difference was obtained from the Z-
peak of the EIR waveform to the R-peak of the ECG waveform. 
Figure 5.2 shows the waveforms from the four different positions, in which we 
can see that the amplitude of Z-wave is highest for position IV and decreases along 
the stemal line laterally. Since the pulsation of pulmonary arteries wi th the cardiac 
activity is transferred from the heart to periphery, branching in a more or less orderly 
fashion unti l they reach the capillary beds, the pulsed amplitudes are different and 
decrease along the pulmonary tree resulting in a change of the sectional impedance. 
The results also indicate certain time delay with lateral shifting of the 
electrodes. This is because the pulsation of the pulmonary arteries is propagated wi th 
a limited velocity. This velocity depends in part on the elasticity of the vessel wail. 
The stiffer the wal l is, the greater the speed becomes. These velocities range from 1 
m/sQC in the main pulmonary artery to more than 15 my'sec in the small systemic 
arteries [ M I L N 90]. Between the position I and IV (about 8 cm distance) shown in 
figure 5.3, the time delay is about 10-15 millisecond. 
Two different electrode sizes had been used to detect EIR signal at the position 
II，and the result is shown in figure 5.4. Comparing this two waveforms, it can be seen 
that the peak of the waveform for the small electrode is narrower and higher than that 
for the large electrode as is the case with the simulation result in chapter 3. 
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5.3 CLINICAL OBSERVATION 
The electrolytic tank experiments and numerical model can tell us whether or 
not the EIR signal w i l l be interfered by other impedance change origins such as the 
heart and systemic blood flows. These simulations can also give us some hints about 
the interference functions. However, since both models are too crude to represent a 
real human body, their experimental results can never tell us accurately the extent of 
the interference. To estimate the interference level, a clinical operation called 
percutaneous transluminal vascular blockage was carried out, in which the mitral 
valve and pulmonary arterial trunk were blocked respectively via the techniques of 
cardiac catheterization and inoue balloon. 
5.3.1 What is PTMV 
Percutaneous transvenous mitral valuloplasty (PTMV) is an operation for 
patients with mitral valve stenosis as shown in figure 5.5 PNOU 88]. The technique 
was first presented by K. Inoue in 1982. It consists mainly of four parts. First, the 
Inoue Balloon Catheter (IBC) is inserted into the left atrium. After pressure 
measurement, the guidewire is inserted into the left atrium through the Brockenbrough 
catheter. Then the Brockenbrough catheter is removed, leaving the guidewire in place. 
Over the guidewire, the dilator is introduced to dilate the femoral vein and the 
puncture in the intraatrial septum. The dilator is then removed. Next the elongated 
IBC, containing the Balloon stretching tube is inserted into the left atrium over the 
guidewire. Second, the IBC is inserted into mitral valve orifice. 5-8 cc of carbon 
dioxide is then injected through the main stopcock (A) into the balloon catheter, 
inflating the balloon tip up to 10-15 mm diameter. The stylet is then inserted into the 
IBC and the balloon tip is directed into the valve opening. Third, the mitral valve 
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opening is enlarged. The carbon dioxide is then flush from the balloon wi th dilute 
contrast medium, which is injected through the vent stopcock (B). the tip-side half o f 
the balloon is then inflated with dilute contrast medium, which is injected via the main 
stopcock (A). The balloon is moved back and forth 2-3 times inside the left ventricle 
to confirm that the balloon has not wandered into the chordae tendineae, and the 
balloon is set on the valve opening by pulling gently. The remaining dilute contrast 
medium is then injected and the balloon inflated quickly. During expansion, the 
constriction in the center of the balloon wi l l f it in the valve opening and w i l l not 
easily slip from this position. Finally, the IBC is extracted. The process for IBC 
extraction is the reverse of that for IBC insertion. Initially the guidewire is inserted 
and immediately followed with insertion of the balloon stretching tube in the IBC 
inner tube. The balloon section is elongated as baffler and the IBC and accessories are 
extracted as a unit. The guidewire must continue to protrude from the IBC tip. 
5.3.2 Observing EIR waveform during PTMV operation 
During the balloon expansion, the constriction in the center of the balloon wi l l 
fit in the valve opening and block the blood flow from the left atrium into left 
ventricle ； the pulmonary blood f low wi l l be blocked too; thus we can get a waveform 
that has no component of the pulmonary circulation. With the same technique, we can 
use other types of balloon to block blood flow in different places, such as the 
pulmonary artery, tricuspid valve, aortic semilunar valve etc.. 
Standard crossed four-electrode technique was applied to acquire impedance 
signals from both side (lefVright) of the thoracic wall and stored in a Notepad based 
data acquisition system for later analysis. During the operation, the impedance 
rheopneumograms were recorded from both side of the thoracic wall (right/left). Since 
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both the heart and the aorta are located anatomically to the left in the thorax, the 
systemic composition is higher in the left rheogram than that of the right side. This point 
is supported by the human measurements and above simulations. The patients wi th 
mitral valve stenosis/insufficiency were observed before, during and after the 
operation wi th the EBI technique. In this project, the mitral valve and pulmonary 
artery had been chosen to be blocked. 
5.3.3 Results and discussion 
A total of ten patients with mitral valve stenosis/insufficiency were observed; 
for eight patients, only the mitral valve was blocked, and the two remaining patients 
had both the mitral valve and the pulmonary artery blocked. The results are presented 
in Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7, Fig. 5.6 shows the impedance signals recorded during the 
balloon expansion with simultaneous ECG time mark. There is significant amplitude 
decrease in the impedance waveform when the balloon was in place and nearly no 
wave fluctuation was observable with the balloon fully expanded. 
The original intention of blocking the mitral valve is to temporarily stop the 
systemic blood flows such that the remaining flow observable wi l l be that due to the 
puknonary flows only. However, the result of this experiment did not tum out to be 
what we had expected. Due to the blockage of the mitral valve, the heart activity was 
interfered, making the heart beat faster as a result and most of the measured impedance 
waveform could hardly be observed and compared to normal ones. Nevertheless, one 
result obtained did manage to show that the attenuation of the flow component in the left 
rheogram was more than that of the right one when the mitral valve was partially 
blocked and all f low disappeared when fully blocked. 
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Comparing to the mitral valve blockage, on the other hand, the blockage of the 
pulmonary arterial seemed much more successful (figure 5.7). Result shows the right 
side rheogram was attenuated very much more after the puhnonary arterial trunk was 
fully blocked and, at the same time, the rheogram of the left side was not influenced 
much. The rest of the right side rheogram is believed to be interfered by the heart and 
systemic flows which accounts for aknost 10-20% of the total volume. There is also 
some morphological variation in the left side rheogram. The rising edge becomes 
sharper indicating an increasing systemic composition. 
5.4 EIR FOR USE IN PTMV OPERATION 
5.4.1 Conventional diagnostic and monitoring methods for PTMV 
Conventionally the stenosis is diagnosed by clinical signs and Doppler 
ultrasound. I f significant symptoms of stenosis are found, the patient w i l l undertake a 
PTMV in which a balloon is applied to enlarge the valve opening [DsfOU 88]. 
However, there are times when clinical signs aione are not enough to decide whether 
or not the patients need to undertake the PTMV operation. Therefore, the stenosis has 
to be further confirmed by the atrioventricular pressure gradient via catheterization 
before deciding on the actual operation. I f the gradient is not so high which indicates 
that the stenosis is not serious, the balloon expansion is not necessary. In such a case, 
the patient has already suffered the effect of the invasive catheterization process. 
5.4.2 The characteristic of EIR waveform with mitral stenosis 
Over the past twenty years or so, vast amount of correlative observations had 
been made for clinical studies of some forty odd kinds of cardiopuhnonary diseases and 
simulated studies via animal experiments pLI 82]. One of these observed diseases is 
mitral stenosis. A typical EIR waveform is shown in Figure 5.8. Due to the narrowing 
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of the mitral valve, the AV- f low is impeded, resulting in blood pooling in the left atrium 
and hence the pulmonary veins. Wi th mi ld stenosis, the larger atrial blood volume on 
atrial contraction causes a larger reflux and hence a more pronounced a-wave (figure 
5.9). As stenosis increases in severity, the atrium and venous vessels become less and 
less compliant, wi th progressive pressure build-up in the atrium, the puhnonary veins 
and eventually the lung and artery, result being progressive attenuation of the a-wave 
and Z-wave and increase of C-wave. Figures 5.9，5.10 and 5.11 show the EIR 
waveforms for the mild, moderate and severe cases of mitral stenosis. As can be seen, 
these EIR waveforms can be readily utilised as a simple and non-invasive means to 
diagnose the degree of stenotic severity. 
5.4.3 Use ofEIR as an assessing/monitoring tool for PTMV operation 
Moreover, the impedance rheopneumogram can be a help during the PTMV 
operation as the waveform can be viewed in real time to help to check the correct 
positioning of the balloon. Normally the operation is carried out under X-ray imaging 
and the exact position of the valve cannot be too reliably located. Often this is achieved 
by trial and error and hence the experience and dexterity of the surgical staff is very 
important. When the balloon is properly located, its expansion can more or less fully 
block the AV-f low, resulting in a sudden amplitude decrease of the EIR waveform. 
5.4.4 Methodology in this study 
Patients with mitral stenosis/insufficiency were observed before, during and 
after the operation. Four-electrodes impedance detection method was applied. In the 
pre- and post- measurements, metal disc (1 cm in diameter) electrodes were used. 
During the PTMV operation, the same size but X-ray transparent electrodes were used 
to avoid affecting the x-ray imaging. 
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The four electrodes were placed in a cross-form on the right side o f the thorax 
as shown in figure 5.12. In the front, the two electrodes (current and voltage) were 
placed at a level between ribs 2 and 3. On the back, the two electrodes were placed at 
the comer of the apex. 
In analysing the EIR waveforms, height ratio of the C-wave to the Z-wave was 
calculated and correlated to the mitral valve area (MVA) and mean mitral gradient 
(MMG). 
5.4.5 Result and discussion 
10 patients (3 males and 7 females, age range of 32-44) with mi ld to severe 
mitral stenosis were studied. Figure 5.13 shows two EIR waveforms of pre/post 
PTMV, in which we can see that after the PTMV, the C-wave decreases significantly. 
This change quite matches the physiological picture since the mitral stenosis has 
appropriately been corrected. Table 5.1 shows the result of conventional diagnosis and 
EIR analysis. From the result, we can see that a fairly good correlation exist between 
the valve area and the height ratio of EIR peaks, which indicates that this ratio can 
serve as a useful clinical assessment of mitral stenosis and can be applied non-
invasively. 
Table 5.1 Stenosis indices of pre/post PTMV 
Pre-PTMV Post-PTMV 
M M G (mm Hg) 16.8t2.2 6.6±1.0 
M V A ( c w ' ) 0.91±0.05 1.74±0.12 
Hc/Hz 1.22±0.28 0.71±0.08 
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Figure 5.14 also shows the EIR waveforms during the periods of balloon 
positioning and expansion. I f the balloon was correctly positioned at the valve, the 
EIR wave would show a very small blood f low component and no such component 
could be observed when the balloon was fully expanded. 
5.5 CONCLUSION 
In this chapter, studies with human experiments and clinical observation have 
been reported. Results have shown good agreements between those simulation results 
and the physiological and physical pictures. However, it does not mean we can apply 
this result in clinical diagnosis, because at this present stage, all indices or mode 
parameters had been obtained from a very limited number of measurements so they 
can only be used to show the usefulness ofthe method. 
On the other hand, in this study, the EIR technique has shown to be a 
promisingly simple and non-invasive method for assessing the outcome of PTMV and 
assisting the surgical staff to position the balloon during the operation. Further study 
is necessary in analysing the EIR waveform and acquiring a more accurate correlation 
between the EIR index and M M G and MVA. 
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Figure 5.2 Variation ofEIR waveform along the stemal line between Rib 2 and 3 
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Figure 5.4 Varriation o fE IR waveform with different electrode sizes 
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Figure 5.6 The EIR waveform during the inoue-balloon expansion at the mitral valve 
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Figure 5.8 A typical rheopneumogram with its arterial and venous components 
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operation 
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Chapter 6 Recapitulation and Topics for Future 
Investigation 
6.1 RECAPITULATION 
As stated in chapter 1, the objective of this project is to develop an EBLDAS 
system for the real time monitoring and diagnosis of the cardiopulmonary circulation. 
In order to carry out the project to a satisfactory stage it is necessary to develop a 
suitable an electrode configuration for the rheopneumographic measurement and data 
analysis. The success in the development of the rheopneumography may provide a 
non-invasive method for clinicians to detect diseases in the heart and the lungs, and 
more importantly, the blood f low in the pulmonary circulation. This thesis essentially 
contains several contributions to the development of this technique: developing a 
single-source multi-channel controller, suggesting a guard electrode configuration, 
analysing the rheopneumogram with modeling method and proposing an application 
for PTMV operation. 
In chapter 3, the possible origins of the impedance change were studied and 
their contributions to the rheopneumogram were estimated via experiment methods 
and computer simulations. To estimate contributions of all possible origins, a shallow 
electrolytic tank was built with water of know salinity. Results of simulations indicate 
that for impedance technique of this kind, ignorance of the possible contribution of 
other sources can be a matter of concerned. On other hand, A simple 2D electric 
model of a transthoracic section was developed and corresponding tissue resistivity 
was assigned to simulate EIR measurement. In order to observe the variation of EIR 
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waveform wi th the measured electrode size, two different electrode sizes were studied 
using the electric model with 300 elements and a simplified impedance signal 
analysed on a personal computer. The result indicates that the smaller electrode is 
more sensitive and more localized than the large electrode. The study points to the 
fact that the measured EIR waveform can be influenced by the position and size of the 
measuring electrodes. 
Much of chapter 4 is concerned with the development of a new electrode 
system to reduce interference due to the heart and major systemic vessels. Several 
electrode configuration methods such as the optimum electrode and constant-voltage 
guard were initially studied and discussed. An electrode guard technique is presented 
towards minimising the effect of the heart and major systemic vessels with computer 
simulation, electrolytic tank experiment and human measurement. The guarding 
technique, though simple, is definitely helpful in reducing the effect of interfering 
sources. Use of this technique has also helped to provide a better understanding of the 
location ofthe contributing sources for the various peaks of the EIR waveform. 
Finally, those simulation results for the EIR measurement derived in chapter 3 
is f toher verified with human experiments and clinical observations in chapter 6. To 
estimate the interference level, an operation called percutaneous transluminal vascular 
blockage was carried out, in which the mitral valve and pulmonary arterial trunk were 
blocked respectively via the techniques of cardiac catheterization and inoue balloon. 
An experiment to detect EIR waveform from the human thorax had also been 
implemented on normal human body with difference electrode position and size. 
Results have shown good agreements between the simulation results and the 
physiological and physical pictures. However, it does not mean we can apply this result 
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in clinical diagnosis, because at this present stage, all indices or mode parameters have 
been obtained from a very limited number of measurements so they can only be used to 
indicate the usefulness of the method. On the other hand, using EBI technique as a 
diagnostic and monitoring tool for Percutaneous Transvenous Mitral Valvuloplasty is 
also proposed. The EIR technique has been shown to be a promisingly simple and non-
invasive method for assessing the outcome of PTMV and assisting the surgical staff to 
position the balloon during the operation. 
6.2 TOPICS FOR FUTURE INVESTIGATION 
There are two main directions for the further investigation of EIR. The first is 
improvement and development of the DAS. The second is the research in the EIR 
itself. 
6.2.1 Improvement to the DAS 
Even though the guard electrode can well reduce the effect of interfering 
sources, one of this technique can also help to provide a better understanding of the 
location of the contributing sources for the various peaks of the EIR waveform. 
However, it is not easy to apply the electrode arrangement with guard on human body. 
And the EIR waveform can be easily influenced by the measuring electrode position 
and size. Hence a new concentric electrode with guard ring, of suitable size and 
configuration is necessary to improvement EIR signal measurement. 
On the other hand, the single-current source double-channel scheme with two 
independent EBI detectors presented in chapter 2 might raise inaccuracy due to the 
different characteristics between the two detectors and complex hardware circuit. A 
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single-current source/single detector mutil-channel system is necessary to observe the 
rightyleft lung, the heart and respiration at the same time. 
6.2.2 Data analysis for PTMV 
For the application proposed in chapter 5, the EIR technique has shown to be a 
promisingly simple and non-invasive method for assessing the outcome of 
Percutaneous Transvenous Mitral Valvuloplasty and assisting the surgical staff to 
position the balloon during the operation. Further study is necessary in analysing the 
EIR waveform and acquiring a more accurate correlation relationship between the EIR 
index and M M G and M V A i f this is to be so used. 
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